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One of the central interrogations in developmental biology is how organs acquire their 
final size and shape. Two main types of cell communication control organ development: 
biophysical interactions and cell-cell communication through morphogens. Mechanical cues 
guide different processes, including cell motility, growth and differentiation, and morphogen 
gradients have critical roles in patterning and organ growth. To which extent are these two 
different types of communication necessary and what are the concrete molecular players that 
ensure proper organogenesis are factors that change depending on the organ and the stage 
of development. In the present thesis, we investigate the potential role of several signaling 
pathways and mechanical cues from mesenchymal cells during tubulogenesis of different 
epithelial organs, including the mammary gland and the zebrafish intestine.  
We use the Drosophila wing imaginal disc to understand the mechanism by which 
Sfrp3 could be modulating the Wnt signaling pathway in mammary gland development, which 
leads us to the conclusion that SFRP3 is not acting as a negative regulator of Wnt activity, 
but rather as a diffusor of the Wnt ligands. 
Using Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) techniques, we also report that zebrafish 
carrying a mutation in the Hedgehog pathway transducer smoothened (smo), which show a 
previously described defect in single lumen formation in the intestine, also display different 
gene transcriptional profiles in their intestinal epithelial cells when compared to control fish.  
In addition, we show that the inhibition of TGF-β pathway generates a defect in lumen 
resolution in the intestine of developing zebrafish embryos as well. Using different zebrafish 
lines, we try to understand the causes of this phenotype and its possible link with the 
phenotype observed in the guts of smo mutants. We also detect that mesenchymal cell 
migration around the epithelial intestinal tube is affected upon TGF-β inhibition, being the 
lack of physical constraints a potential explanation for the phenotype observed in the case of 
TGF-β signaling blockade. 
Finally, we also demonstrate that the inhibition of TGF- β  alters the epithelial 
morphogenesis of MDCK spheroids in vitro, and that TGF-β could be regulating the spindle 
orientation by affecting the machinery that controls this cellular process. 
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Una de las cuestiones centrales en biología del desarrollo es cómo los órganos 
adquieren su forma y tamaño final. Hay dos tipos de comunicación principales que controlan 
el desarrollo de los órganos: las interacciones biofísicas y la comunicación célula-célula a 
través de morfógenos. Las señales mecánicas guían diferentes procesos, incluyendo 
motilidad, crecimiento y diferenciación celular, y los gradientes de morfógenos tienen un 
papel crítico en el modelado y el crecimiento del órgano. Hasta qué punto son los dos tipos 
de comunicación necesarios y cuáles son los componentes moleculares específicos que 
aseguran una adecuada organogénesis son factores que cambian dependiendo del órgano y 
el estadío de desarrollo. En esta tesis investigamos el papel potencial de varias rutas y de la 
señalización mecánica de las células mesenquimales durante la tubulogénesis de diferentes 
órganos epiteliales, como la glándula mamaria y el intestino de pez cebra. 
Usamos el disco imaginal de ala de Drosophila para entender el mecanismo por el 
cual Sfrp3 podría estar modulando la ruta de señalización Wnt durante el desarrollo de la 
glándula mamaria, lo que nos llevó a la conclusión de que SFRP3 no está actuando como 
regulador negativo de la actividad Wnt sino como difusor de los ligandos Wnt. 
Empleando técnicas de secuenciación de nueva generación, identificamos que los 
peces cebra que portan una mutación en el transductor de la ruta Hedgehog smoothened 
(smo), los cuales presentan defectos previamente descritos en la formación de un único 
lumen en el intestino, muestran diferentes perfiles transcripcionales en sus células epiteliales 
intestinales comparados con los peces control .  
Además, también mostramos que la inhibición de la ruta TGF-β genera un defecto en 
la resolución de lúmenes en el intestino de embriones de pez cebra en desarrollo. Usando 
diferentes líneas de pez cebra, intentamos entender las causas de este fenotipo y su posible 
relación con el fenotipo observado en los mutantes smo. A su vez mostramos cómo la 
migración de las células mesenquimales alrededor del tubo epitelial está afectada por la 
inhibición de TGF-β, siendo la falta de restricciones físicas una posible explicación para el 
fenotipo observado en el caso de la falta de señalización TGF-β. 
Finalmente, también demostramos que la inhibición de TGF-β altera la morfogénesis 
epitelial de esferoides MDCK in vitro, y que TGF-β podría estar regulando la orientación del 
huso mitótico afectando a la maquinaria que controla este proceso. 
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2D: two-dimensional 
3D: three-dimensional 
AJC: Apical junctional complex 
AJs: Adherens junctions 
AMIS: Apical membrane initiation site 
BMP: Bone morphogenetic protein 
CaCo2: Caucasian Colon Adenocarcinoma cell line 2 
CFTR: Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator 
Dll :  Distal-less 
ECM: Extracellular Matrix 
EMT: Epithelial-to-Mesenchymal Transition 
EPP: Epithelial Polarity Programme 
ER: Estrogen Receptor / Endoplasmic reticulum 
ERM: Ezrin-Radixin-Moesin 
ESCRT: Endosomal sorting complex required for transport 
F-actin: Filamentous actin 
FAs: Focal Adhesions 
FACS: Fluorescence-activated cell sorting 
FAK: Focal adhesion kinase 
FBS: Fetal Bovine Serum 
FGF: Fibrobalst growth factor 
GFP: Green Fluorescent Protein 
GI: Gastrointestinal 
Gp135: Podocalyxin 
Hh: Hedgehog 
Hpf: Hours Post Fertilization 
IECs: Intestinal epithelial cells 
IF: Immunofluorescence 
Ihh: Indian hedgehog 
iSMC: Intestinal smooth muscle cells 
JAMs: Junction adhesion molecules 
KD: Knock-Down 
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LPM: Lateral plate mesoderm 
MDCK: Madin-Darby Canine Kidney cell line 
MEC: Mammary epithelial cells 
MEM: Minimum Essential Medium 
MET: Mesenchymal-to-Epithelial Transition 
MG: Matrigel 
MRCK: Myotonic dystrophy kinase-related CDC42-binding kinase 
MTOC: Microtubule-organizing center 
NGS: Next Generation Sequencing 
NMII: Non-muscular Myosin class II protein 
Nub: Nubbin 
NWASP: Neural Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein 
p-MLC: Phosphorylated NMII Regulatory Light Chain 
PAP: Pre-Apical Patch 
PC: Primary cilium 
PCP: Planar cell polarity 
PIP2: Phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-biphosphate 
PIP3: Phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-triphosphate 
Ptch: Patched 
PTEN: Phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-triphosphate 3-phosphatase 
ROCK: Rho-associated protein kinase 
RT-qPCR: Real time quantitative PCR 
Sens: Senseless 
Sfrp: Secreted frizzled-related protein 
Shh: Sonic hedgehog 
siRNA: small interfering RNA molecules 
Smo: Smoothened 
TGF-β: Transforming Growth Factor β 
TGN: Trans-Golgi network 
TJs: Tight junctions 
Wg: Wingless 
ZO: Zonula Occludens  
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Resumen 
La formación de un único lumen durante el proceso de tubulogénesis es crucial para el 
desarrollo y la función de muchos órganos, entre los que se encuentra el intestino o las glándulas 
mamarias. Durante la morfogénesis del intestino en pez cebra hay múltiples lúmenes que se abren 
y ensanchan para finalmente fusionarse y formar una única superficie apical continua en un 
proceso denominado resolución de lúmenes. En este proceso de resolución es necesaria una 
remodelación de los contactos basolaterales entre células así como un crecimiento de la 
membrana apical, mecanismos que parecen estar afectados en peces mutantes de smoothened, 
co-receptor y regulador esencial de la vía de Hedgehog. En cuanto a las glándulas mamarias, se 
ha observado que ratones knock-out para el gen Sfrp3 presentan importantes defectos durante el 
desarrollo de los túbulos epiteliales en mama, desconociéndose el papel concreto de SFRP3 en el 
proceso. El objetivo principal de este proyecto es dilucidar los mecanismos a través de los cuales 
podrían estar regulándose los procesos de resolución de lúmenes en el intestino de pez cebra así 
como el papel concreto de Sfrp3 en el contexto del desarrollo de la glándula mamaria. 
Antecedentes del proyecto 
Introducción 
Muchos órganos pasan durante el desarrollo por un proceso de tubulogénesis en el que 
adquieren la forma que facilitará su función a través de la formación de un túbulo, o una red de 
túbulos, que presentan un lumen central abierto. Aunque gracias a los modelos celulares en 3D se 
han identificado mecanismos moleculares que controlan la formación del lumen in vitro, aún no se 
conoce con exactitud su función durante la organogénesis in vivo. Durante el desarrollo del 
intestino en pez cebra hay múltiples lúmenes que se abren y ensanchan para generar una 
estructura intermediaria, consistente en lúmenes adyacentes no fusionados separados por 
contactos basolaterales. Estos se forman independientemente a lo largo del intestino y no 
comparten una superficie apical continua. La resolución de este intermediario en un único lumen 
continuo requiere de la remodelación de los contactos existentes entre lúmenes adyacentes, con 
su sucesiva fusión. Recientemente se ha descubierto que la resolución de los lúmenes del 
intestino, aunque no su apertura, está afectada en mutantes de la vía Hedgehog, los cuales 
presentan además perturbaciones en la vía de tráfico de Rab11, demostrando que dicha vía es 
necesaria para la formación de un único lumen. Uno de los objetivos principales de este proyecto 
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es entender a través de qué mecanismos la vía de Hedgehog está regulando el proceso de 
tubulogénesis epitelial en el intestino de los vertebrados. 
Por otra parte, hemos identificado que ratones knock-out para Sfrp3 presentan importantes 
defectos durante el desarrollo de la glándula mamaria que afectan a la estructura y función de los 
túbulos epiteliales. Poco se conoce acerca de SFRP3, una proteína que forma parte de la familia 
de las SFRPs (Secreted Frizzled-Related Proteins), tradicionalmente asociadas a la regulación 
negativa de la ruta Wnt. Por tanto, el segundo objetivo principal de este proyecto se trataría de 
averiguar de qué forma estaría SFPR3 implicada en la modulación de la ruta Wnt durante el 
desarrollo de la mama en vertebrados. 
Tubulogénesis: desarrollo del intestino y glándulas mamarias 
Los tubos epiteliales se generan durante el desarrollo a través de diversos mecanismos, 
que se pueden agrupar en dos clases dependiendo del grado de polaridad de las células de origen 
(Hogan & Kolodziej, 2002; Lubarsky & Krasnow, 2003; Sigurbjornsdottir et al., 2014). Aquellos 
tubos que se forman a partir de un epitelio polarizado típicamente sufren procesos dirigidos 
principalmente por cambios en la forma celular. En contraste, los tubos que se originan a partir de 
células no polarizadas lo hacen a través de un proceso que requiere el establecimiento de 
polaridad celular y la formación de un lumen de novo entre las células (Lubarsky & Krasnow, 2003; 
Martín-Belmonte & Mostov, 2008). La formación del lumen de novo ocurre a través de la 
coordinación de varios procesos celulares, incluyendo la orientación de las células a través de 
interacciones celulares (mayormente las existentes entre célula-célula y célula-matriz), el 
desarrollo de polaridad apico-basal, cambios en la forma y movimientos celulares, la formación y 
expansión del dominio apical y, finalmente, la fusión de los lúmenes para formar una única 
cavidad. En estudios llevados a cabo mayormente en modelos celulares se ha descrito que para 
iniciar la formación del lumen es necesario que proteínas de membrana apical acumuladas en 
vesículas, como la podocalixina, lleguen a la membrana plasmática donde se fusionan generar 
una superficie apical (Bryant et al., 2010, Galvez-Santisteban et al., 2012). Aunque estos estudios 
resaltan la importancia del tráfico de membrana en la formación del lumen, estos sistemas in vitro 
no pueden reproducir completamente la complejidad de los procesos implicados en la formación 
del lumen en un tubo tridimensional. Por ello, los mecanismos celulares que controlan la formación 
del lumen en grandes tubos epiteliales como el intestino, particularmente en vertebrados, aún no 
se comprenden con claridad.  
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La formación del intestino en pez cebra comienza con una serie de células endodérmicas 
que se diferencian en epiteliales y atraviesan un proceso de formación de un tubo sin apoptosis 
(Ng et al., 2005). La formación del lumen se inicia con el desarrollo de múltiples focos ricos en 
actina entre células seguida por la localización de proteínas de uniones en múltiples puntos a lo 
largo del intestino (Horne-Badovinac et al., 2001). En dichos puntos, se generan pequeños 
lúmenes que se expanden a través del transporte paracelular de iones que causa la acumulación 
de fluido y un aumento de la presión hidrostática luminar (Bagnat et al., 2007). La expansión es 
seguida por un estado intermediario caracterizado por lúmenes adyacentes sin fusionar que 
finalmente se unen en dirección anteroposterior gracias a un crecimiento de la membrana apical y 
una remodelación de las uniones en los puntos de fusión (Navis & Bagnat, 2015). Este proceso de 
resolución de lúmenes parece estar regulado por la señalización Hedgehog (Hh), ya que peces 
mutantes para smoothened (smo) son incapaces de llevarlo a cabo, resultando en intestinos que 
no desarrollan un único lumen continuo (Alvers et al., 2014). Aún se desconoce cómo este 
proceso de resolución de lúmenes ocurre exactamente y si otros tipos celulares al margen de las 
células epiteliales intervienen directa o indirectamente en el proceso, por lo que el objetivo principal 
del proyecto es averiguar los mecanismos por los que este se lleva a cabo, así como las rutas de 
señalización y tipos celulares que intervienen y de qué forma están implicados. 
En cuanto a la glándula mamaria (GM), se trata de uno de los órganos que lleva a cabo la 
mayor parte de su desarrollo de forma postnatal. Durante la pubertad, los ductos comienzan a 
invadir el tejido adiposo en un proceso dirigido por las estructuras terminales denominadas 
terminal end buds (TEBs) y también a través de un proceso de ramificación secundaria. Una vez 
los ductos alcanzan los límites del tejido adiposo, el árbol ductal permanece quiescente hasta el 
embarazo. En ese momento, se lleva a cabo un proceso de ramificación terciario masivo que 
resulta en las estructuras que posteriormente darán lugar a los alveolos, donde se produce la 
leche materna durante la lactancia. Una vez se produce el destete, las GMs vuelven al estado 
anterior al embarazo. Durante cada uno de estas fases en el desarrollo de la GM ocurren 
importantes cambios en la proliferación celular, apoptosis y diferenciación, lo que permite la 
remodelación de la estructura de la glándula. La GM se compone de dos compartimentos, los 
ductos epiteliales y el tejido de soporte o estroma en el que se encuentran los ductos. El desarrollo 
postnatal de la GM se controla de forma global a través de hormonas sistémicas y localmente a 
través de comunicación bidireccional entre los compartimentos (Sternlicht et al., 2006). Muchos 
estudios muestran que el estroma dirige la diferenciación y ramificación de las células epiteliales 
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de la mama a través de señales paracrinas, que se basan en factores secretados como los 
ligandos Wnt (Howard & Lu, 2014; Hynes & Watson, 2010; Jarde & Dale, 2012).  
Sfrp3 ha sido una proteína previamente identificada como inhibidora de la señalización 
Wnt (Leyns et al., 1997; Wang et al., 1997), con un papel esencial en el desarrollo de otras 
estructuras pero con un papel hasta ahora desconocido en la morfogénesis de la glándula 
mamaria. 
Hipótesis y principales objetivos 
El tracto intestinal desempeña un papel crucial en el desarrollo, regeneración y nutrición 
animal. Se han encontrado diversos factores que parecen ser importantes para la adquisición de la 
arquitectura y morfología intestinal durante el desarrollo, incluyendo vías de señalización que 
determinan el destino celular, reordenamientos celulares morfogenéticos, factores 
microambientales y determinantes mecánicos externos. A pesar de su relevancia, muchos 
aspectos importantes del desarrollo y la función intestinal permanecen aún sin explorar. Por 
ejemplo, aún se desconocen los detalles de cómo las células son capaces de transducir la 
información transcripcional y señales biomecánicas en dinámicas epiteliales y adquisición de un 
destino celular. En este proyecto, nos planteamos comprender los mecanismos moleculares 
asociados con la formación tubular y la adquisición de un patrón en la morfogénesis intestinal. En 
particular, el principal objetivo es dilucidar los mecanismos de la formación y resolución de 
lúmenes en el intestino de los vertebrados. Para ello, nos serviremos de una combinación de 
estudios in vivo en el tracto gastrointestinal del pez cebra, donde la señalización de Hedgehog 
parece tener un papel crucial, e in vitro en sistemas 3D de esferoides MDCK que facilitarán la 
comprensión de los mecanismos celulares por los que esto sucede. 
Por otra parte, conocíamos que la pérdida de SFRP3, normalmente secretada por el 
estroma, causaba una elongación y una ramificación terciaria de las glándulas mamarias en 
ratones en estadío de pubertad. Este desarrollo prematuro está además acompañado por 
defectos estructurales en los ductos epiteliales, con un epitelio con una proliferación incrementada, 
pérdida de polaridad y diferenciación anormal en células secretoras de leche (Bernascone et al., 
2019). Basándonos en antecedentes publicados para la proteína SFRP1 (Esteve et al., 2011) nos 
planteamos el uso de un modelo diferente a la mama de ratón, el disco imaginal de ala de 
Drosophila, para averiguar a través de qué mecanismos podría Sfrp3 estar interviniendo en la 
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modulación de la ruta de Wg y que podrían ser extrapolables a la ruta Wnt en vertebrados en el 
contexto del desarrollo de la glándula mamaria. 
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1. Epithelial & mesenchymal t issues: origin and l inks 	  
Animal tissues can be grouped in four main types: epithelial, connective, muscle and 
nervous tissues. Epithelial cells can organize in monolayers (or simple epithelium, like in tubular 
organs) or in multilayers (or stratified epithelium, like the skin) to form tissues, which can derive 
from all of the embryological germ layers: ectoderm (as the epidermis of the skin), mesoderm (as 
cells coating the blood vessels) and endoderm (as the cells lining the gastrointestinal tract). 
Epithelial tissues generally serve as a barrier against pathogens and physical or chemical hazards, 
and separate different physiological environments, sometimes presenting specialized structures 
that control selective transport of molecules past their membranes. The mesenchyme belongs to 
the group of connective tissues and is normally found at developing stages of the embryo, when it 
acts as precursor for other connective tissue cells. The connective tissues (a group that also 
includes bones, cartilage or fat) mostly derive from the mesoderm layer and their main function is 
ensuring organ and body integrity by providing cohesion and internal support (Figure I1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure I1. Embryonic origin and types of epithelial and connective tissues. A) Epithelial 
tissues arise from all three embryonic layers while connective tissues mainly originate from the mesodermal 
layer. B-C) Epithelial and connective tissue cells develop specific characteristics depending on the function 
they are specialized in. 
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During development, many cells can transition from epithelial to mesenchymal type and 
vice versa, two processes called epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) or mesenchymal-to-
epithelial transition (MET). Epithelial cells can undergo morphology changes, intercalate in 
processes of convergent extension and move to close injuries during wound healing. However, 
these behaviors are restricted by their conformation in a two-dimensional (2D) layer. This is the 
reason why EMT/MET processes are crucial during development for epithelial cells to acquire full 
migratory capacity, which confers them the ability to organize progenitor cells and allow new 
inductive interactions, ensuring appropriate development and organogenesis (Nakaya & Sheng, 
2013). In addition, epithelial and mesenchymal interactions are key for the morphogenesis of many 
different organs (Arias, 2001; Ribatti & Santoiemma, 2014). These and every other process that is 
genetically coordinated, and by which epithelia dynamically contribute to organogenesis and body 
shape, are together referred to as epithelial morphogenesis. We can distinguish four key types of 
epithelial morphogenetic mechanisms, all driven by signal transduction molecules and transcription 
factors activity: (1) cell morphology changes, (2) cell intercalation, ingression, egression and fusion, 
(3) cell migration and (4) cell division and death (Schöck & Perrimon, 2002). Many studies have 
focused on different aspects trying to solve the question of how epithelial cells can coordinate and 
communicate between them and other kind of cells to achieve all these changes that give rise to 
the wide variability of morphologies and organs. To be able to break down this complex issue we 
need to comprehend the basic molecular features of epithelial cells and tissues. 
 
2. The process of tubulogenesis 	  
Several main body organ systems, such as the vascular system, the digestive tract, the 
lungs or the kidneys, are formed by an interconnected network of tubes, which are shaped in a 
process called tubulogenesis. This process involves the assembly of a polarized sheet of cells in a 
tubule-like structure with a central lumen that is confronted by the apical cell side, while the basal 
surfaces face to the inner body (Hogan & Kolodziej, 2002). Epithelial tubular organs can develop 
following different strategies even when sharing the same basic structure, which generates a wide 
diversity of tube morphologies in terms of tube size or shape (Iruela-Arispe & Beitel, 2013). Several 
mechanisms have been described for tube formation (Figure I2): If tubes arise from a polarized 
epithelium, it can be achieved either by wrapping or budding. During wrapping, an area of the 
cell sheet bends and invaginates until the edges fuse, whereas in budding a portion of cells 
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protrudes from the pre-existing tube or sheet while generating a new tube. Examples of these 
processes taking place in a living organism are primary neurulation in vertebrates by wrapping and 
the development of Drosophila salivary gland and trachea by budding (Colas & Schoenwolf, 2001; 
Metzger & Krasnow, 1999).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the contrary, tubes can arise as well from clusters or individual cells that are not 
epithelial but polarize and/or establish junctions as tubes develop. This can be done by 
cavitation, if a central group of cells of a cylindrical mass undergo apoptosis forming the luminal 
space, or cord hollowing, if lumens arise between cells in an initially unpolarized cord without 
apoptotic processes taking place. The vertebrate salivary gland develops by cavitation (Melnick & 
Jaskoll, 2000), while the Danio rerio intestine form by cord hollowing (Ng et al., 2005; Pollack et al., 
1998). 
A major event during epithelial morphogenesis that constitutes one of the distinctive 
characteristics of epithelial tubes is the acquisition of apico-basal polarity. Disturbances in the 
processes that take part in the establishment and maintenance of cell apico-basal polarity can lead 
to damages in specific organs and systemic diseases, like cancer and tumor expansion and 
metastasis, cystic fibrosis or polycystic kidney disease, or intestinal diseases like microvillus 
inclusion disease (Schneeberger et al., 2018; Stein et al., 2002). Consequently, understanding and 
deciphering the molecular mechanisms involved in the acquisition of epithelial cell polarity and 
Figure I2. Epithel ia l  tubulogenesis. Epithelial tubes can develop through different 
mechanisms depending on whether they arise from polarized sheets of cells (wrapping and budding) 
or from unpolarized cells (cavitation and cord hollowing). In the end, all structures enclose a central 
cavity or lumen surrounded by a monolayer of epithelial cells. Adapted from Andrew & Ewald, 2010. 
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tubulogenesis is key to develop new tools and ways of diagnosis and treatment for polarity-related 
diseases.  
3. Models to study epithelial morphogenesis 	  
3.1.  In vivo models 	  
Different animal models can be used for the study of epithelial morphogenesis, including 
Drosophila melanogaster, C. elegans, zebrafish or mice. As every one of them present peculiarities 
and offer singular advantages, the studies carried out in distinct models are often complementary. 
Drosophila melanogaster has been widely used to study developmental processes and 
diseases, as many essential molecular pathways and mechanisms have been conserved through 
evolution. The use of Drosophila presents several assets: a very complete genetic toolkit and 
techniques, cheap storage and simple handling, short breeding time, easy genetic manipulation 
and tracking of mutations and small genetic redundancy. Drosophila larvae go through three larval 
stages during four days at 25ºC, in which the precursory structures of the adult cuticular organs 
(called imaginal discs) are grown. During the pupal stage, the imaginal discs differentiate and give 
rise to the adult structures (Figure I3). Imaginal discs, which are formed by pseudostratified 
epithelial cells that organize in a monolayer, can be used to study epithelial dynamics.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure I3. Larvae imaginal discs develop into adult  cuticular organs. A) Each imaginal 
disc develops under a specific genetic program to generate particular adult fly body structures. 
Adapted from Aldaz & Escudero, 2010. B)  Marked areas of the wing imaginal disc develop into 
concrete wing structures driven by a series of morphogenetic events. Image by A. Prokop. 
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The patterns of expression and roles of many different genes involved in wing imaginal disc 
development have been extensively studied, which makes this model particularly appropriate to 
test the impact and functions of ectopic expression or suppression of genes of interests. 
Regarding vertebrate animals, Danio rerio or zebrafish results in a very suitable model for 
the study of early developmental processes since embryo development takes place outside the 
mother’s body once the eggs have been fertilized. In addition, embryos are nearly transparent, 
which facilitates internal structure visualization. This animal offers as well a very powerful genetic 
toolkit, and they are easier to manipulate and cheaper to maintain than other vertebrate models. 
Zebrafish has been broadly used for the study of tubulogenesis processes in several organs like 
the pronephros (kidney precursors), the vascular system or the intestine. Luminogenesis of the 
zebrafish intestine occurs through de novo formation of the apical membrane and the luminal 
space. Intestinal progenitors cells derive from the endoderm and form a strip at the midline by 26 
hours post-fertilization (hpf). A bilayer is subsequently formed, just before the cells acquire apico-
basal polarity and small luminal spaces start arising separated by basolateral contacts. These 
lumens expand and undergo a process of lumen resolution in an anterior to posterior manner to 
develop a single open lumen (Figure I4).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure I4. A model for tubulogenesis in the zebrafish intestine. A) The formation of the 
zebrafish gut occurs through a cord hollowing process. B) Lumen resolution requires a step of junction 
remodeling through junctional shrinking and apical membrane fusion. C) Images of tubulogenesis in a 
zebrafish intestine in which apical membranes (podocalyxin, red) are separated by basolateral contacts 
(cadherin, green) and fuse in an anterior to posterior manner. Adapted from Alvers et al., 2014. 
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Lumen coalescence is achieved by mechanisms of apical membrane expansion and 
junction remodeling dependent on actomyosin contractility and Rab11a-mediated recycling 
processes (Alvers et al., 2014). By 126 hpf, the cells are already differentiated and the organ is 
ready to perform its biological functions (Ng et al., 2005). Interestingly, lumen resolution in the 
zebrafish gut relies on Hedgehog (Hh) signaling activated in mesenchymal cells by ligands, such 
as Sonic hedgehog a (Shha) or Indian hedgehog a (Ihha), secreted by epithelial cells (Alvers et al., 
2014; Winata et al., 2009). In addition, the crosstalk between epithelia and surrounding intestinal 
smooth muscle cells is key for the organ integrity (Alvers et al., 2014; Seiler et al., 2012). 
This working model suggests that mesenchymal cells would respond to this Hh stimulus by 
signaling back to the epithelium through physical and/or chemical stimuli, generating a response 
that ensures proper tubulogenesis of the intestine. In the present thesis, we investigated two 
different issues associated with this hypothesis: 
A. How epithelial cells are transducing and responding to signals from mesenchyme to 
ensure correct morphogenesis of the organ. 
B. Through which mechanisms mesenchymal cells interact with intestinal epithelium. 
 
3.2.  In vitro models 	  
Different cell types have been used to study the processes underlying epithelial 
morphogenesis. Since two-dimensional (2D) cultures do not fully recapitulate the mechanisms that 
take place in vivo, three-dimensional (3D) cultures offer a more reliable in vitro model to investigate 
epithelial organogenesis. Among all the 3D systems available, the 3D-MDCK model is one of the 
most widely used. The Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells display properties of the distal 
tubule and collecting duct, and when embedded in a matrix of ECM proteins, they develop in the 
form of 3D spherical structures called spheroids (Bryant et al., 2010). Spheroids are formed by a 
monolayer of epithelial polarized cells enclosing a central fluid-filled lumen (Montesano et al., 
1991), which is a simpler but analogous structure to that of the kidney or the intestine in a living 
organism. In addition, MDCK spheroids have the advantage of growing a fully formed structure in a 
very short period of time (72h) when cultured within a laminin-rich matrix like Matrigel. Other 
organotypic cell cultures used for the study of epithelial morphogenesis are CaCo2 cells from 
human colon carcinoma, primary luminal mammary epithelial cells (MECs) and other cell lines 
derived from mammary glands (like non-tumorigenic MCF10A line) and micropatterned cell 
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cultures that facilitate the study of biomechanics in morphogenetic processes (Bosch-Fortea et al., 
2019; Rodríguez-Fraticelli et al., 2012; Théry, 2010). 
Another system currently being developed and used for the study or developmental and 
disease-related processes is the organoid culture system. Organoids can form using isolated stem 
cells or a combination of stem cells with animal explants or cell lines. As a result of culturing under 
specific conditions, cells form an organ-like structure preserving many similarities with the organ of 
origin (Eiraku et al., 2011; Nguyen-Ngoc et al., 2015; Pasca, 2019; Sato et al., 2009; Takasato & 
Little, 2016). 
4. The basics of the epithelial polarity program 	  
The mechanisms underlying epithelial cell polarity are orchestrated and encompassed 
within the concept of epithelial polarity program (EPP).  
Apico-basal epithelial polarity main feature is the division of the cell membrane into 
structurally and functionally different domains: an apical membrane domain that faces the exterior 
(in the case of the epidermis) or the luminal space (in the case of internal epithelia) and a 
basolateral domain. Moreover, the basolateral domain can be subdivided into the lateral domain, in 
contact with neighboring cells and involved in the establishment of cell-cell junctions, and the basal 
domain, in contact with extracellular matrix (ECM) components. Oriented vesicle trafficking allows 
the segregation of proteins and lipids into their specific domains, which confers unique functions to 
the apical and basolateral membrane domains. 
The defining events involved in EPP are the cytoskeleton organization, the polarity 
complexes function and the formation and maintenance of cell-cell junctions.  
 
4.1.  The cytoskeleton 	  
Three main structural components conform the network of fibers defined as the 
cytoskeleton: microfilaments (formed by actin), microtubules (formed by tubulins) and intermediate 
filaments. In addition to cytoskeleton roles in protein sorting and organelle placing in polarized cells 
(Bornens, 2008; Ross, 2008) and external mechanical cues transduction (Fletcher & Mullins, 
2010), the interactions of the cytoskeleton with polarity proteins and phosphoinositides are key for 
the establishment of epithelial cell polarity.  
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4.2.  Polari ty complexes 	  
Three evolutionary conserved polarity complexes that segregate to these domains and 
are directly related to the acquisition of polarity: Crumbs-Pals1(Stardust)-PATJ, Par3(Bazooka)-
Par6-aPKC (often associated with Cdc42 as well) and Scribble-Lgl-Dlg systems (Margolis & Borg, 
2005; Nelson, 2003) (Names in parenthesis indicate Drosophila nomenclature when it differs from 
the mammalian name). It is relevant to note that the composition of the complexes may vary as 
molecular components can interact with each other (Tepass, 2012). Scribble is a lateral complex 
known to antagonize apical Crumbs and PAR complexes (Tanentzapf & Tepass, 2003) and 
restricts Par3 localization to the apical domain (Rodríguez-Boulan and Macara, 2014). Scribble 
complex can interact as well with trafficking machinery and small GTPases regulators (Audebert et 
al., 2004; Musch et al., 2002). Crumbs and Par3 modules are associated with the apical domain 
regulating its integrity and extension. In the case of mammalian cells, they localize to tight junctions, 
while in Drosophila they can be found in the subapical complex or marginal zone between apical 
and basolateral domains (Knust & Bossinger, 2002). Phosphorylation of Lgl by aPKC is believed to 
exclude it from the apical membrane and promote its targeting to the lateral domain. In addition, 
small GTPases have also a role in cell polarity through interactions with polarity complexes. For 
instance, Cdc42 can bind to the PAR complex through Par6 and enhance its activity (Macara, 
2004). 
 
4.3.  Junctional complexes 	  
The formation of junctional complexes is tightly linked to the establishment of epithelial 
polarity and ensures the maintenance of the apicobasal polarity (Martín-Belmonte & Pérez-Moreno, 
2012; Wang & Margolis, 2007). Epithelial cells display several junctional complexes that can be 
classified as tight junctions (TJs), adherens junctions (AJs) or desmosomes. Desmosomes are 
laterally located, crucial for tissue integrity and formed by linkage of integral membrane proteins 
(desmocollin and desmoglein) via desmoplakins (plakophilin and plakoglobin) to intermediate 
filaments (Garrod & Chidgey, 2008). Together with other substructures, TJs and AJs belong to the 
apical junctional complex (AJC), which is located at the apex of the lateral membrane of 
polarized epithelial cells and is involved in cell-cell adhesion, paracellular permeability and cell 
polarity, delimiting the membrane domains (Wang & Margolis, 2008). In mammals, TJs situate 
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apically to AJs, while in insects, septate junctions (the equivalent of TJs) are positioned under AJs, 
closer to the basal domain. Claudins are the main transmembrane proteins that conform TJs, along 
with occludin, junction adhesion molecules (JAMs) and zonula occludens proteins (ZO-1, ZO-2, 
ZO-3), which act as a nexus between occludin and the actin cytoskeleton through α-actinin 
(Fanning et al., 1998). AJs are involved as well in functions other than cell adhesion, acting as 
transducer for intracellular signaling and transcriptional regulation (Hartsock & Nelson, 2008). 
Cadherin proteins are the principal components of AJs, being E-cadherin the most abundant in the 
case of epithelial cells. Other proteins, such as α-catenin, β-catenin, APC and plakoglobin interact 
with cadherins on the cytoplasmic side and connect them to the cytoskeleton. 
 
4.4.  The l ink between polari ty complexes and cel l -cel l  junctions in 
epithel ial polari ty 
 
It is believed that the recruitment of polarity complexes to their membrane domains is 
prompted by the initiation of cell contacts. Cross-regulation between members of polarity proteins is 
essential to generate the molecular asymmetry that is exclusive for each membrane domain and 
coordinate the maturation and preservation of the AJC to strengthen polarization (Figure I5). 
Indeed, it has been shown that TJ formation is compromised when a member of any polarity 
complex is disrupted (Bilder & Perrimon, 2000; Joberty et al., 2000, Lemmers et al., 2004; Shin et 
al., 2005; Suzuki et al., 2001; Yamanaka et al., 2003).  
After the first contact between neighboring cells, AJs and TJs proteins are recruited to their 
place in the membrane. Cell junctions are established by the nectin family of adhesion receptors in 
the first place. After that, E-cadherin and JAM-A start forming AJs and subsequently, claudins 
situate apically to AJs to establish TJs (Sakisaka et al., 2007). Regarding the polarity complexes, 
Par3 is fundamental for AJs and TJs formation, being first recruited to nectin adhesion complexes 
from where it recruits other proteins (Ooshio et al., 2007) (Figure I5). 
Scribble complex proteins Scribble and Dlg are targeted to the basolateral membrane by E-
cadherin (Navarro et al., 2005) and prevent Par3 recruitment to the lateral domain (Rodríguez-
Boulan & Macara, 2014). Pals1 could as well be stimulating AJs by promoting E-cadherin supply at 
cell-cell contacts (Wang et al., 2007), while aPKC is involved in maintenance of E-cadherin at the 
cell surface  (Sato et al., 2011). 
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5. Cytoskeletal and cell polarity regulators interactions in 
dynamic processes 
 
Cells participate in dynamic cellular processes driven by the contractile activity of the 
actomyosin network and sustained by microtubules and intermediate filaments. Migrating cells 
show a front-rear polarity in which actin polymerization, controlled by Arp2/3, is limited to the 
leading edge and linked to lamellipodia formation. These cells also show microtubule-organizing 
center (MTOC), Golgi and nuclei reorientation depending on the direction of migration. Interactions 
between Cdc42, components of the PAR complex and proteins related to filament activity (such as 
dynein, MRCK or ROCK) have been shown to play a key role during cell migratory (Cau & Hall, 
2005; Crespo et al., 2014; Etienne-Manneville & Hall, 2002; Gomes et al., 2005; Schmoranzer et 
al., 2009) and non-migratory processes like epithelial polarization (Feldman & Priess, 2012).  
Figure I5 Apico-basal polarization in epithelial cells. Three main polarity complexes participate in 
the establishment of apico-basal polarity:  Crumbs (in red), Par (in blue) and Scribble (in orange) 
complexes. At initial stages of cell polarization, primordial contacts are established to maturate and give rise 
to AJs and TJs that localize to the apico-basal membrane border. During intermediate stages, Par3 
phosphorylated by aPKC and to exclude it from adhesions and subsequently from PAR and Crumbs 
complexes to establish the apico-basal border. At the same time, Scribble defines the basolateral domain 
antagonizing Par and Crumbs complexes and avoiding the expansion of the apical domain. From Martín-
Belmonte & Pérez-Moreno, 2011. 
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Rho GTPases are important participants in cellular dynamic processes. The formation of 
filopodia and lamellipodia relies on the activity of the small GTPases Cdc42 and Rac1, respectively, 
while RhoA is critical for stress fibers and focal adhesions to develop (Sit & Manser, 2011) (Figure 
I6). Moreover, actin protrusion formation is determined by Rac activity (Couto et al., 2017; Georgiou 
& Baum, 2010). In another context, the assembly of tight junctions in MDCK cells depends on Rac 
activity suppression mediated by Par3 (Chen & Macara, 2005).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In epithelia, Scribble polarity complex is known to maintain the basolateral domain but its 
function varies in migrating cells. In the polarized mammary cell line MCF10A, Scribble is required 
to achieve wound closure and directional migration by regulating lamellipodium formation and 
recruitment of Cdc42 and Rac1 to the leading edge (Dow et al., 2007). In addition, Lgl interacts with 
non-muscle myosin II (NMII), an event regulated by aPKC-dependent phosphorylation of Lgl, which 
prevents that interaction (Dahan et al., 2014). When cells migrate, Lgl presence is increased at the 
leading edge, where it forms a complex with aPKC and Par6. After phosphorylation by aPKC, Lgl is 
directed to the lamellipodium where it will be dephosphorylated to allow interaction with NMII. It has 
Figure I6. Front-rear polarity in migrating cells. A) The front-to-rear polarity axis extends along 
the major axis of the cell and is apparent in functional and structural differences between the edges. B) 
Many positive or negative feedback loops act enhancing the polarity axis during cell migration, being Rho 
GTPases key components of these loops. From Llense & Etienne-Manneville, 2015. 
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been hypothesize that Lgl could be preventing NMII filament generation by this association, which 
would enhance F-actin formation at the leading edge. This could explain the absence of Lgl from 
the rear end, where NMII filaments need to be assembled (Ravid, 2014). 
 
6. De novo  luminogenesis 	  
During epithelial tubulogenesis, when tubes derive from unpolarized cells, the luminal 
space has to be generated “de novo” while cells acquire apico-basal polarity, as it is the case of 
cord hollowing processes in which this work is focused on. Different processes of de novo lumen 
formation have been described in a variety of in vivo and in vitro systems, as zebrafish vasculature 
and Drosophila melanogaster trachea development or 3D organotypic cell cultures, all of them 
sharing a common series of biological steps: (1) tube initiation and polarity acquisition, (2) luminal 
and apical membrane enlargement dependent on vectorial membrane trafficking, (3) maturation 
and termination of the structure. Details for each step are addressed below. 
 
6.1.  Polari ty init iat ion and acquisit ion of membrane identi ty 	  
Acquisition and maintenance of apico-basal polarity is a key event in any epithelial tissue. It 
relies on the establishment of cell-cell junctions and the generation of different membrane domains, 
apical and basolateral, with specific protein and phospholipid composition. For this molecular 
segregation to be achieved, sorting signals, vectorial trafficking and asymmetric cytoskeletal and 
subcellular components organization are essential (Mellman & Nelson, 2008). The mechanisms 
that initiate polarization can differ among cell types. Extracellular matrix components and 
neighboring cells can provide the external cues necessary for the initiation of the process, which 
are transduced by sensing proteins such as integrins or cadherins (Drubin & Nelson, 1996). This is 
the case of epithelial and endothelial cell cultures, which require integrin to induce lumen formation 
through cytoskeletal regulators (Davis & Bayless, 2003; O’Brian et al., 2001). β1-integrin can 
interact with collagen and this signaling activates Rac1 and the RhoA-ROCK1-myosin II cascade, 
which in turn regulates the cytoskeletal changes needed to generate the lumen initiation site and 
reinforce the orientation-signaling pathway (O’Brian et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 
2009). 
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Phosphoinositides are membrane phospholipids associated with several cell functions, 
such as signaling, cytoskeleton regulation and cell motility, development and intracellular trafficking 
(Balla, 2013). The enrichment of different phosphoinositide types contributes to determine 
membrane identity. In MDCK cells, the apical membrane presents an enrichment in 
phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-biphosphate (PIP2), while the basolateral membrane displays higher 
amounts of phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-triphosphate (PIP3) (Martín-Belmonte & Mostov, 2007). 
This distribution contributes to the asymmetric localization of different membrane proteins and 
polarity complexes, which at the same time drive the apical positioning of PTEN 
(phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-triphosphate 3-phosphatase) that enhances PIP2 enrichment at the 
apical domain and recruits Cdc42 to the cell cortex (Martín-Belmonte et al., 2007). 
 
6.2.  Apical membrane init iat ion and expansion 	  
The formation of the apical membrane initiation site (AMIS) starts with the delivering of 
podocalyxin by transcytosis to a membrane spot in the contacting surface between two cells, which 
then matures to become the pre-apical patch (PAP) or the site of assembly for apical polarity 
determinants (Bryant et al., 2010; Gálvez-Santisteban et al., 2012) (Figure I7).  
After the formation of the PAP, several small GTPases, such as Rab8a and Rab11a, 
collaborate in apical vesicle trafficking of several major polarity complex components and 
regulators (Par3, aPKC, Crb, Cdc42) (Bryant et al., 2010). These events enable as well the 
positioning of PTEN to the AMIS to generate the phospholipid asymmetric distribution of the 
membrane domains, which at the same time enhances recruitment of apical proteins with PIP2-
binding domains (Gassama-Diagne et al., 2006; Martín-Belmonte et al., 2007). 
To expand the apical membrane, large amounts of membrane material have to be 
delivered to the apical domain through guidance by vectorial vesicular transport and the 
cytoskeleton. The delivery of apical and basolateral components to their specific domains is 
controlled by intrinsic sorting signals of the cargoes (Folsch, 2008). In addition, there are several 
trafficking pathways and sorting mechanisms in epithelial cells: biosynthetic, endocytic, recycling 
and transcytotic pathways. In the biosynthetic route, newly synthesized components are carried 
through the secretory pathway (endoplasmic reticulum (ER), trans-Golgi network (TGN), carrier 
vesicles) or directly transferred from the ER and delivered to the targeted membrane domain 
(Zhang & Schekman, 2013). Proteins at different membrane domains can also be endocytosed 
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and targeted to degradation in lysosomes or recycled through endosomes to sort them back to the 
membrane (Eaton & Martín-Belmonte, 2014; Desclozeaux et al., 2008). These proteins can also be 
carried across the cell to the opposite plasma membrane through transcytosis (Bryant et al., 2010; 
Madrid et al., 2010). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Specialized proteins with important roles in vesicle trafficking and molecular sorting are 
involved in the enlargement of the apical domain. In MDCK 3D culture, synaptotagmin-like proteins 
SLP2A and SLP4A coordinate the spatiotemporal organization of vesicular transport (Gálvez-
Santisteban et al., 2012). SLP2A, together with Rab27, directs vesicles to the AMIS and once 
there, SLP4A, in combination with Rab27-Rab3-Rab8 and syntaxin 3, regulates membrane fusion. 
Syntaxin 16 is also necessary for the recycling of E-cadherin and avoiding mispositioning of apical 
membrane components that results in multiluminal cysts (Jung et al., 2013).  
Oriented vesicle trafficking and apical expansion also rely on microtubule and actomyosin 
networks, which allow vesicle transport through motor proteins and are necessary for these 
processes to take place. There is a cortical network of actin filaments that localizes subapically 
upon PIP2 enrichment and subsequent Cdc42 activation after initial polarization (Martín-Belmonte 
Figure I7. De novo lumen formation in in vitro epithelial morphogenesis. Several 
mechanisms contribute to the generation of a new luminal space during epithelial morphogenesis: Firstly, 
cells acquire apico-basal polarity and a novel apical surface between the contacting membranes of different 
cells is formed, generating a pre-apical patch. Finally, the single lumen expands and is maintained by 
proper spindle orientation. Adapted from Bryant et al., 2010. 
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et al., 2007). These filaments might regulate the transport of Rab11a- and Rab8a-positive vesicles 
to the AMIS at initiation stages (Roland et al., 2011).  
 
6.3.  Maturation of the lumen, junctional rearrangements and 
termination 	  
Another main function of the cytoskeleton is providing physical support and organizing 
the newly delivered apical membrane components into the correct shape. This and other 
mechanisms allow the tubular organs to acquire and maintain the correct shape and perform their 
physiological functions. 
The expansion of the lumen to reach an appropriate width that stabilizes the structure is 
accomplished through two mechanisms: (1) deposition of anti-adhesive components, such as 
glycosylates or sialylated proteins like Crumbs, podocalyxin (also called Gp135) and Mucin-1 or 
polysaccharides like chitin in tracheal cells (Meder et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2006) with highly 
negatively charged extracellular domains, and (2) the creation of turgor. Anti-adhesive factors 
force membrane detachment by steric hindrance of cell-cell adhesion. The force needed for lumen 
expansion and stability is generated by the F-actin−ERM−RhoA−myosinII network, which localizes 
to the subapical region as a consequence of Gp135 presence (Nielsen & McNagny, 2008). 
Regarding the acquisition of turgor, it can be achieved by boosting the hydrostatic pressure as a 
result of the activation of apical channels and pumps (like the cystic fibrosis transmembrane 
conductance regulator (CFTR) in MDCK in vitro and zebrafish gut in vivo, or the Na-K-ATPase 
used for lumen expansion) and the role of claudins that regulate TJs permeability (Bagnat et al., 
2007; Bagnat et al., 2010; Krupinski et al., 2009). Turgor can also derive from external forces like 
blood flow in the zebrafish vasculature system (Herwig et al., 2011). 
Furthermore, during tubulogenesis cell-cell junctions need to be remodeled to achieve 
multiple lumen resolution and obtain a single open lumen along the tube. Two main processes 
underlie the dynamics of cell-cell junctions: the shift of AJs components and the equilibrium of 
adhesion and cortical tension forces at the cell surface. While adhesion favors the contact between 
adjacent cells, cortical tension tends to reduce it (Lecuit & Lenne, 2007). AJ components turnover 
is accomplished by the endocytosis and recycling of cadherins, which seems to be mediated by the 
actomyosin cytoskeleton (Ivanov et al., 2004; Yap et al., 2007) and polarity proteins like Cdc42 and 
the Par complex (Georgiou et al., 2008). The maintenance of AJs is in turn regulated by Rho 
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GTPases (Rho, Rac and Cdc42), which control actin network stability through effectors like Neural 
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (NWASP) or formins (Kovacs et al., 2011; Otani et al., 2006).  
Once a lumen is formed, polarized architecture is reinforced and maintain during tissue 
expansion by symmetric oriented cell division, although the direction of tissue growth can be 
guided as well by mechanical tension in other systems (Bosveld et al., 2016). In vertebrates, the 
core components of the cortical machinery are three conserved proteins: NuMA (Drosophila Mud, 
C. elegans LIN-5), LGN (Drosophila Pins, C. elegans GPR1/2) and Gαi (which has the orthologues 
GOA-1 and GPA-16 in C-elegans). Gαi is attached to the plasma membrane and interacts with 
Pins/LGN through the C-terminal domain. Pins/LGN is at the same time linked to Mud/NuMA, 
which interacts with dynein, the motor protein that generates the force to pull the microtubules 
towards the cortex (di Pietro et al., 2016) (Figure I8).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During epithelial morphogenesis, Cdc42 and Par3 play a central role, as their activities and 
mediated recruitment of aPKC to the apical membrane are required to regulate mitotic spindle 
Figure I8. Schematic model for spindle orientation. A) Dividing cells in a 3D polarized epithelial 
structure position their spindle poles perpendicularly to the apico-basal axis (apical in yellow, basolateral in 
blue) to maintain a single lumen. LGN/NuMA complex (in green) is excluded from the apical membrane and 
attaches to the lateral cortex from where they anchor astral microtubules. B) The basic cortical machinery 
that orients cell division is formed by Gαi, which attaches to the membrane and binds to Pins/LGN. 
Pins/LGN interacts with Mud/NuMA, which can bind to the motor protein dynein, the one interacting with 
astral microtubules to pull the spindles as the cell divides. Adapted from Bergstralh et al., 2017. 
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orientation (Hao et al., 2010; Jaffe et al., 2008; Qin et al., 2010; Rodríguez-Fraticelli et al., 2010). 
The LGN-NuMA complex that directly positions the spindle during cell division is excluded from the 
apical surface upon aPKC phosphorylation, which causes the cell to divide in the plane of the 
epithelial monolayer (Hao et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2010). 
 
7. Major signaling pathways in development 	  
The development of a complex multicellular organism from a single cell is a very intricate 
process in which a variety of genetically regulated events (including cell proliferation, migration and 
differentiation) occur in a coordinated manner that leads to the generation of the different tissues 
and organs of a body. Several main signaling pathways act during development at specific 
locations and times triggering the cellular responses that ensure proper embryo development. 
Among the most important developmental pathways we can find Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF), 
Wnt, Notch, Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP), Hedgehog (Hh) and Transforming Growth Factor 
Beta (TGF-β) signaling pathways. The components, signals and responses generated by these 
pathways during development often appear evolutionary conserved, and are also associated with 
adult homeostasis and regeneration. Therefore, understanding their function and regulation will 
provide valuable information to better decipher and treat congenital malformations and diseases 
associated with their malfunction. For the purpose of this thesis, Wnt, Hh and TGF-β signaling 
pathways will be described below. 
7.1.  Wnt pathway 	  
The Wnt signaling pathway regulates stem cell renewal, cell proliferation and cell 
differentiation during embryonic development as well as in adult tissue homeostasis (Logan & 
Nusse, 2004). The core components of the pathway are evolutionary conserved and were being 
first discovered in Drosophila in relation to a series of embryonic morphogenetic defects (Nusslein-
Volhard & Wieschaus, 1980; Sharma & Chopra, 1976).  
The canonical pathway is also called Wnt-β-catenin pathway. β-catenin is normally targeted 
for degradation by a complex formed by Axin, APC CK1 and GSK3 when the pathway is inactive. 
Secreted Wnt proteins bind to the receptor, which is formed by a heterodimer of a Frizzled receptor 
and one of the co-receptors LRP5 or LRP6, and activate the pathway. Upon ligand-receptor 
binding, cytoplasmic protein Dishevelled is recruited along with the Axin-GSK3 complex, which 
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results in the triple phosphorylation of LRP5/6 by GSK3, Cyclin Y and CK1. As a consequence of 
recruitment of the Axin complex to the plasma membrane, β-catenin is stabilized in the cell and 
translocated to the nucleus, where it binds Tcf/Lef DNA-binding proteins to regulate their function 
by avoiding their binding with Groucho/Tle co-repressors (Figure I9A). De-repressed target genes 
are different between cell types except for genes related to cell-cycle progression, stem cell 
function and feedback loops, which have been found to be common in all cases (Nakamura et al., 
2016).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Canonical and non-canonical (or β-catenin-independent) Wnt pathways involve different 
ligands, receptors and transducers. Non-canonical signaling includes the planar cell polarity (PCP) 
pathway and the Wnt/Ca2+ pathway (Figure I9B-C). The PCP pathway seems to be transcription-
independent and regulates cell polarity and the actin cytoskeleton to allow asymmetric positioning 
of the structures (in a planar axis) and directed migration, having a crucial role in convergent 
extension movements. The Wnt/Ca2+ pathway further modulates canonical pathway for dorsal axis 
Figure I9. Overview of canonical and non-canonical Wnt signaling A) In the canonical 
pathway, the activation by Wnt ligand binding to Frizzled receptor blocks GSK3-dependent degradation of β
-catenin, which translocates into the nucleus for transcriptional regulation of genes. B) In the non-canonical 
calcium-dependent pathway, the activation of Frizzled receptors causes the release of calcium within the 
cell. As a consequence, several effectors, like calcium/calmodulin-dependent kinase II (CamKII), protein 
kinase C (PKC) and NFAT are activated. C) The non-canonical Wnt PCP pathway results in cytoskeletal 
and polarity changes mediated by Small GTPases. From Mayor & Theveneau, 2013. 
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formation and PCP pathway for gastrulation movements and heart formation (Komiya & Habas, 
2008). 
Wnt pathway also regulates several mechanisms during mammary gland development, 
being its malfunctioning associated with breast cancer (Yu et al., 2016). SFRP family of proteins 
has been shown to modulate Wnt pathway in different contexts (Bovolenta et al., 2008). Our 
laboratory found that stromal SFRP3 secretion is linked to mammary gland development and 
cancer, as knockout mice for Sfrp3 show an increase in proliferation of luminal epithelial cells and 
tertiary branching, cell polarity loss and anomalous differentiation, and is related to cancer 
susceptibility. Nevertheless, whether Sfrp3 could have been regulating these processes by 
modulating the Wnt pathway still remained to be solved. 
7.2.  Hedgehog pathway 	  
Hedgehog signaling was first described in Drosophila, where it mediates the larval 
epidermis and adult appendages patterning through crosstalk with other signaling pathways, 
regulating cell proliferation and identity (Hartl & Scott, 2014; Ingham & Placzek, 2006). A similar 
function in limb development was identified in vertebrates, in which it has been found to associated 
with the development of many other organs and structures (neural tube, eye, gastrointestinal tract, 
kidney, pancreas, or muscles, among others) and in adult tissue homeostasis and regeneration 
(bladder, heart or fin) (McMahon et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2015; Wehner & Weidinger, 2015). 
Vertebrates have between three to five Hh morphogen genes (Desert, Indian and Sonic, 
with duplicated Indian and Sonic genes in fish), while Drosophila genome only encodes one gene. 
Several factors have been proposed to be involved in their release, including Dispatched, Scube2 
and ADAM proteases, as well as endosomal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT) 
proteins (Briscoe & Thérond, 2013; Matusek et al., 2014). In vertebrates, two genes codify for 
Patched receptors (Ptch1 and Ptch2) whose activity is inhibited when bound to Hh proteins. Three 
co-receptors are necessary for the activation of the pathway: Cdo, Boc (Ihog and Boi in Drosophila) 
and Gas1. The mechanism of transduction occurs by receptor inactivation when Ptch receptors 
bind to Hh proteins, which prevents them to continue inhibiting Smoothened (Smo), a G-protein 
coupled receptor protein. Downstream, transcription factors Gli2 (duplicated in fish) and Gli3 act 
through activator or repressor domains (PKA turns them from activators into repressors), while Gli1 
only functions as an activator (Figure I10). Interestingly, vertebrate Hh signaling is remarkably 
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different from Drosophila in that it depends on the primary cilium (PC), a hair-like structure that acts 
as biological sensor. 
In addition to the canonical pathway described above, other non-canonical Hh signaling 
have been suggested, as the induction of stress fibre formation in endothelial cells and fibroblasts 
caused by Smo-dependent stimulation of RhoA and Rac1, not related to Gli factors activity 
(Brennan et al., 2012). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.3.  TGF-β pathway 	  
TGF- β  pathway activation has been shown to have different and even opposite 
consequences depending on the cellular and environmental conditions. Only a few genes are 
targeted in all cell types that activate this pathway (SMAD7 and SKIL), with the canonical SMAD 
signaling being shared in all conditions. The differences rely on the cell epigenetic status and 
transcriptional landscape, as well as the molecular composition of TGF-β transduction system 
(degree of presence and activity of ligands, receptors and modulators) (Massagué, 2012). TGF-β is 
implicated in many biological processes, such as embryonic stem cell (ES) renewal and 
differentiation (Young, 2011), lineage regulation (Mullen et al., 2011), EMT (Thiery et al., 2009), 
Figure I10. Simplified scheme of vertebrate Hedgehog pathway. A) In the absence of Hh 
ligand, Ptch receptor suppress Smo activity and ciliary positioning. Low levels of Kif7, Sufu and full-length 
Gli go into the PC, which enhances GliFL transformation into the repressive form (GliR) after 
phosphorylation by PKA. B) If Hh ligands bind to Ptch, they are both endocytosed and targeted for 
degradation. Smo is phosphorylated, acquires an active conformation and localizes to the PC, in which Kif7, 
Sufu and Gli are being accumulated. Smo stimulates Sufu-Gli dissociation and Gli transformation into its 
active form (GliA). Adapted from Pak & Segal, 2016. 
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regulation of immune and inflammatory events (Li & Flavell, 2008) or tumor suppression or 
progression (Massagué, 2008). 
Ligands can be classified in two families: the TGFβ-activin-Nodal and the BMP subfamily. 
The receptors, which share Ser/Thr protein kinase activity, must form a complex of two type I 
(signal-propagating) and two type II (activator) modules. After binding to the ligand, type II 
receptors phosphorylate type I receptors, which spreads the signal by SMAD phosphorylation. 
There are seven type I receptors and five type II receptors in humans, which display binding-
specificity for different ligands. The subsequent activation of SMAD proteins (known as R-SMAD or 
receptor-regulated SMAD proteins) leads to the transcriptional regulation of target genes and the 
opening of repressive chromatin. TGFβ-activin-Nodal type I receptors phosphorylate SMAD2 and 
SMAD3 while BMP type I receptors target SMAD1, SMAD5 and SMAD8. SMAD4 acts as partner 
in a trimer with two R-SMAD proteins to carry out transcriptional regulating functions (Figure I11A). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moreover, TGF-β can activate SMAD-independent pathways (known as non-canonical) 
through signaling by type II receptors or activation of other signaling cascades (Figure I11B-C). For 
instance, type II receptors accelerate EMT by phosphorylation of Par6, which triggers RhoA to be 
degraded and tight junctions to be removed (Ozdamar et al., 2005). TGF-β can also mediate 
MAPK and PI3K activation (among others) by mechanisms involving TRAF6 and mTORC (Mu et 
al., 2012). 
Figure I11. TGF-β pathway components and signals. A) TGF-β family ligands act through a 
heterotetrameric structure formed by two type I and two type II receptors. A phosphorylation cascade 
causes the activation of R-SMAD, which can act through canonical signaling by pairing with SMAD4 and 
transcription factors (option 1) and mediating chromatin opening (option 2). Non-canonical pathways involve 
options 3 to 5. B) Option 4: type II receptors can also generate a response by phosphorylating PAR6 or 
activating LIMK1. C) Option 5: other pathway transducers, such as JNK, mTORC, PI3K, ERK and RHO 
can also be activated by TGF-β receptors. Adapted from Massagué, 2012. 
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The present work has focused on the accomplishment of the following main 
objectives: 
 
I. Characterization of SFRP3 in Wnt pathway modulation in the context of 
epithelial morphogenesis.  
 
II. Uncovering the role of the main signaling pathways Hedgehog and TGF-β in 
vivo during zebrafish intestine development. 
 
III. Analysis of possible mechanisms of action of TGF- β  in 3D epithelial 
morphogenesis in vitro. 
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Fly care 	  
Drosophila melanogaster strains were kept in a standard culture medium in incubation 
chambers with controlled temperatures (17º or 25º, depending on the experimental 
requirements) and relative humidity (75%). 
 
The Gal4/UAS system 	  
Experiments were performed using the Gal4/UAS system (Brand and Perrimon, 
1993), which allows us to control gene expression in temporally and spatially restricted 
domains. It consists of the cloning of the yeast transcriptional activator Gal4 under the control 
of a known promoter (called ‘driver’ sequence) that will direct its expression in a specific 
localization at a particular developmental time. When Gal4 is expressed under the activity of 
the driver, it binds to the UAS (Upstream Activation Sequence) and triggers the transcription 
of the genes downstream UAS sequence (Figure M1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Drosophila strains 	  
Unless stated otherwise, the fly strains used are described in Flybase 
(http://www.flybase.org) and publicly available at Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center 
(http://www.bdsc.indiana.edu). 
Figure M1. The Gal4/UAS system. Conditioned expression widely used in Drosophila. The 
expression of a Gal4 transcription factor is spatiotemporally controlled by the tissue-specific 
promoter (“Tissue-specific P”). Gal4 recognizes the UAS sequences and transcribes the genes 
associated (“Effector”). Being placed each transgene in different flies avoids unwanted expression of 
the UAS-Gene. If the flies are crossed, such expression is obtained. Adapted from Wimmer, 2003. 
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We used the following Gal4 lines to drive gene expression: hh-Gal4 (Tanimoto et al., 
2000), nub-Gal4 (Calleja et al., 1996). The expression patterns of the Gal4 lines used in this 
work in a L3 wing imaginal disc are shown in Figure M2 (green). 
UAS lines used in this work: UAS-GFP was used to visualize Gal4 expression and as 
a control and UAS-Sfrp3-myc was generated by fusing Sfrp3 cDNA in frame to a C-terminal 
Myc tag and then cloned into a pUAST vector to obtain transgenic Drosophila lines 
expressing SFRP3 under the UAS promoter. The fly line with NRT-wg background was a gift 
from G. Morata, previously described in Alexandre et al., 2014. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cell culture 
2D Culture 	  
MDCK II cells were maintained in MEM supplemented with 5% Fetal Bovine Serum 
(FBS), 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 mg/ml streptomycin at 37ºC in a 
humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. Cell lines were passaged approximately three 
times per week and subcultured at a 1:5 or 1:10 ratio. Mycoplasma testing was regularly 
Figure M2. Drosophi la  wing imaginal d isc. Simplified scheme of third instar wing discs. 
Pattern of expression of Gal4 lines used are shown in green. Pattern of expression of genes of 
interest for this work are shown in red. A, anterior; P, posterior; D, dorsal; V, ventral. Hh, Hedgehog; 
Nub, Nubbin; Wg, Wingless; Dll, Distal-less.  
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performed to avoid contamination. MDCK stable cell line expressing mCherry was 
maintained using medium with 0.5 mg/ml G418. 
3D Culture 
To culture MDCK II to form spheroids, cells were trypsinised to a single cell suspension 
of 2x104 cells/ml and mixed in cold 2% Matrigel (BD Biosciences) in 5% FBS-supplemented 
MEM. After mixing, cells were plated in 8-well coverglass chambers (250 μl/well) (IBIDI) that 
had been previously precoated with Matrigel (8-10 μl/well). The medium was changed every 
2 days maintaining a 2% Matrigel concentration and spheroids were grown for 1-4 days or 
until lumens formed in the control sample. 
Fish stocks 	  
Zebrafish were maintained at 28ºC and bred according to standard procedures 
(Westerfield, 2000). Strains used in this work include: wild-type AB, EW and TL lines, mutant 
smos294 (Aanstad et al., 2009) and transgenic Tg(ptch2::kaede)a4596Tg (Huang et al., 2012). 
TgBAC(cldn15la-GFP)pd1034 and TgBAC(myadm-GFP) lines were provided by Dr. Michel 
Bagnat.  
 
Fish drug treatments 	  
Drug treatments were carried out by incubation of 30-32hpf embryos previously 
dechorionated in E3 medium with EW-7197 (40-60 μM depending on the experiment, 
MedChem Express). Controls for the treatments were incubated in E3 medium with an 
equivalent concentration of DMSO, as EW-7197 stocks were maintained in DMSO. The drug 
was removed at 4dpf and embryos were either washed and fixed for further analysis or 
washed and prepared for in vivo analysis. 
 
Fish l ive imaging 	  
Embryos were embedded in low melting point agarose (Sigma) at 1.5% in E3 with 1x 
tricaine for confocal imaging using different lens and microscopes (see Microscopy section).  
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Transcriptomic analysis 	  
Embryo dissociat ion and cel l  isolat ion by FACS for RNA sequencing  
Embryos were rinsed with calcium-free Ringer’s solution for 10 min. After removing 
Ringer’s solution, embryos were incubated in 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (Gibco) and 300 μg/ml 
collagenase (Sigma) for approximately 60 min at 31ºC with pipetting every 15 min to achieve 
cell dissociation. Cells were washed with PBS supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum 
(FBS) and passed through a 30 um CellTrics filter (Partec). Cell suspensions were stained 
with propidium iodide (Invitrogen) to filter out dead cells and then sorted on a BD FACS Diva 
sorter at the Flow Cytometry Shared Resource center (Duke University). Cells were collected 
in Buffer RLT (Qiagen) and total RNA extraction for each population was performed using 
RNeasy Plus Micro Kit (Qiagen). The integrity of RNA samples was analyzed and only 
samples with an RNA integrity number (RIN)>7.0 were selected for RNA sequencing (RNA-
seq).  
 
RNA sequencing and bioinformatic analyses 
Clontech Ultra low libraries were prepared in triplicate and sequenced using the 
Illumina HiSeq 4000 50 bp single-end read platform. Raw data were uploaded to the online 
Galaxy platform (https://usegalaxy.org) for analysis (Afgan et al., 2016). Reads were mapped 
to the GRCz11 (danRer11) genome using HISAT2, and gene counts were analyzed using 
htseq-counts (Kim et al., 2015). Htseq-counts were input into DESeq2 to calculate differential 
expression for each condition (Anders et al., 2015; Love et al., 2014). Genes were 
considered to be up or downregulated in a condition if their expression presented a 2-fold 
increase or decrease in comparison with the other condition with adjusted p-value of <0.05. 
Principal-component analysis was performed using the DESeq2 package. The differentially 
expressed genes were examined for enrichment of known biological processes using DAVID 
Bioinformatics Resources (Huang et al., 2009a, 2009b).  
 
Gene expression analysis 	  
For real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) assays, MDCK II cells were grown in 60-mm 
dishes to form 2D monolayers or 3D cysts in Matrigel (at 105 cells/ml in a final volume of 4 
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ml). For 3D cultures 60-mm dishes were pre-coated with 100 μl of Matrigel before seeding 
the cells. Total RNA was isolated at 24h, 48h and 72h after cell seeding and purified using 
the RNeasy kit (Qiagen). All RNA samples were analyzed by Bioanalyzer (Agilent 
Technologies) to ensure RNA quality. Typically 1μg of RNA per condition was used to 
retrotranscribe into cDNA using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit (Applied 
Biosystems). To perform the PCR, a set of primers was design with the NCBI primer-
designing tool (www.ncbi.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast) (Supplementary Table 1, Appendix). All 
the amplicons were designed to spam an exon-to-exon junction whenever it was possible. 
Real-time PCR was performed in 386-well plates in an ABI 7900 HT system (Applied 
Biosystems) using the Master Mix SYBR Green Kit (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA). Conditions of 
RT-qPCR were as follows: 95ºC for 10min, 40 cycles of 95ºC for 15s and 60ºC for 1min 
followed by a dissociation stage. Analysis of the melting fluorescence was used to validate a 
single melting peak, indicating target specificity. Every condition was tested by 3 
experimental replicates per gene and assay. Experiments were typically conducted at least 3 
times in independent conditions. 
 
Mathematical and statistical analysis 	  
To normalize the RT-qPCR data, the HPRT gene was used as housekeeping gene. 
Relative quantification analysis was used to determine the relative amount of RNA relative to 
2D at 24 h (condition 0). To test gene silencing, the amount of RNA was relative to the 
control siRNA sample. The Pfaffl model was used to calculate the N number (relative 
quantity of RNA relative to control) (Pfaffl, 2001),  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
E represents the efficiency of the amplification (E ≤ 2) of the PCR. The efficiency was 
calculated for each gene by creating a standard curve with a gradient of concentrations of 
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cDNA and calculating the slope of the straight line. CT is the cycle threshold, which is the 
cycle number at which fluorescence generated within a reaction crosses the fluorescence 
threshold, a fluorescent signal significantly above the background fluorescence (typically 
between 1/10th to 1/100th of maximum signal). At the threshold cycle, a detectable amount of 
amplicon product has been generated during the early exponential phase of the reaction. Δ
CT is the difference between the CT of the two conditions examined (Control vs KD). The 
three experimental replicates were used to calculate the standard error of the experiment. All 
the data with an SE > 50% was suppressed and repeated. 
 
Silencing by siRNA 	  
RNAi oligo sequences are listed in Table 1. For each gene, 25 nucleotide stealth 
siRNA duplexes targeting specific mRNA sequences were designed and purchased from 
Sigma.  
 
Table 1: List of siRNA sequences designed against canine Smad2 and Smad3. Sequences 
marked with an asterisk (*) were usd to generate the presented data. 
 
s iRNA Target sequence (5’-3’) 
s iSmad2_1* GAAUCGAGCCACAGAGUAAUU 
siSmad2_2 CAGGACGAUUAGAUGAGCUUGAGAA 
siSmad2_3 CAGUGGGAUACAACAGGCCUUUACA 
siSmad3_1 CGCUUCUGCCUCGGCCUGCU 
siSmad3_2 CCUCGCAGAGCAGACUGAUAAGUGU 
siSmad3_3* AGGCUCGGCGCUUAUGCAAUGUAUA 
siControl GCUGGUCCGGAGGCAUUAAUUGUUA 
 
Sequences were submitted to BLAST search to ensure targeting specificity. For siRNA 
transfection, MDCK cells were transfected by Lipofectamine 2000 with siRNA duplexes or 
scrambled siRNA. 24h later, cells were transfected with the Amaxa Nucleofector device using 
a specific nucleofection program. After 24h incubation, cells were resuspended and plated in 
12-well plates and/or in coverglass chambers coated with Matrigel to grow into cysts. Total 
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cell lysates from 2D and 3D cultures were analyzed by immunoblotting or real-time 
quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) to confirm siRNA efficiency. 
 
Immunofluorescences 	  
Cell cultures 	  
For immunofluorescence (IF), MDCK II cells in 2D monolayers (over borosilicate 
coverslips) and spheroids (IBIDI chambers) were fixed with 4% PFA for 20 min and then 
permeabilised with PBS + 0.2% Triton Tx-100 + 0.2% SDS for 10 min at 4ºC.  After that, cells 
were blocked with PBS + 3% BSA at room temperature (RT) for 30min (monolayers) or 1h 
(spheroids). Primary antibodies were diluted in PBS + 3% BSA and cells were incubated with 
them for 1h at RT or overnight (O/N) at 4ºC. After several washes in PBS, secondary 
antibodies, phalloidin or DAPI were incubated for 30min (monolayers) or 1h (spheroids) in 
blocking solution in the dark and then washed with PBS. Cells cultured as 2D monolayers 
were mounted with Fluoromont-G (SouthernBiotech) over glass slides. Cells cultivated as 
spheroids in chambers did not need mounting medium and were conserved with PBS 0.05% 
azide at 4ºC for a maximum period of 2 weeks.  
Zebrafish 	  
Zebrafish embryos and larvae were fixed with 4% PFA for 2h at RT or O/N at 4ºC. 
Embryos were stained either in whole mount or sectioned in slices. For sectioning, embryos 
where embedded in 4% low-melting point agarose, cut with a vibratome into 150 μm and 
placed in PBS-0.1% Tween 20 (PBST). The embryos or the sections were washed in PBST, 
and blocked in PBST with 3% BSA for 1h at RT. Primary antibodies and reagents were 
incubated overnight at 4ºC using the following concentrations: acetylated tubulin, 1/500; 
TRITC-Phalloidin, 1/1000 (whole-mount) or 1/2000 (slices); 647-Phalloidin, 1/100; DAPI, 
1/2000. The embryos were mounted with Fluoromont-G for posterior microscopy analysis. 
Drosophila 	  
 For Drosophila embryos, standard procedures were used to fix and stain larval wing 
imaginal discs. Larvae were dissected in PBS and fixed with 4% PFA, 0.1% Deoxicholate 
and 0.1% Triton X-100, in PBS for 25min at RT. They were blocked in PBS, 1% BSA, 0.3% 
Triton X-100 and 0.03% Azide (Washing Buffer) for 1h and incubated with the primary 
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antibody O/N at 4ºC. Larvae were then washed four times in Washing Buffer, and incubated 
with the appropriate fluorescent secondary antibodies for 1.5h at RT in the dark. They were 
washed again four times in Washing Buffer and mounted in Vectashield medium (Vector 
Laboratories) for later confocal analysis.  
 
 
Antibodies 	  
Table 2: Primary antibodies used in the present work. 
Protein Species Reference Dilut ion IF Dilut ion WB 
Wingless Mouse DSHB 1:50 - 
c-Myc Rabbit Invitrogen – Thermo Fisher 1:500 - 
Senseless Guinea Pig A gift from Dr. I. Guerrero 1:1000 - 
Cut  Mouse DSHB 1:100 - 
Distal- less Guinea Pig A gift from Dr. C. Estella 1:2000 - 
GFP Chicken Invitrogen (A10262) 1:500 - 
p-Smad2,3 Rabbit Sta. Cruz Biotechnology (sc11769-R) 1:500 - 
PKCλ Mouse BD (610207) 1:500 - 
ZO-1 Rat DSHB (R4076) 1:500 - 
Rab11 Rabbit Life Technologies (715300) 1:500 - 
Gp135 Mouse A gift from Dr. Ojakian 1:500 - 
Laminin Rabbit Sigma-Aldrich (L9393) 1:500 - 
GM130 Mouse Abcam (EP892Y) 1:300 - 
Acetylated 
α-tubulin 
Mouse Sigma-Aldrich Clone 6-11B-1 
(T7451) 
1:500 - 
NuMA Rabbit Abcam (ab97585) 1:500 - 
Ki67 Rabbit ThermoFisher Scientific (RM-9106) 1:500 - 
Smad3 Rabbit Abcam (ab28379) - 1:1000 
GAPDH Mouse Santa Cruz Biotechnology (sc-32233) - 1:1000 
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Table 3: Secondary antibodies and other fluorescent reagents used in this work. 
Antibody Species/Tracer Reference Dilut ion IF Dilut ion WB 
Anti-mouse IgG, 
HRP 
Goat 
Jackson 
Immunoresearch 
- 1:5000 
Anti-rabbit IgG, 
HRP 
Goat 
Jackson 
Immunoresearch 
- 1:5000 
Alexa-Fluor 488 
anti-Mouse 
Donkey Invitrogen (A-21202) 1:1000 - 
Alexa-Fluor 488 
anti-Rabbit 
Donkey Invitrogen (A-21206) 1:1000 - 
Alexa-Fluor 555 
anti-Mouse 
Donkey Invitrogen (A-31570) 1:1000 - 
Alexa-Fluor 555 
anti-Rabbit 
Donkey Invitrogen (A-31572) 1:1000 - 
Alexa-Fluor 555 
anti-Guinea Pig 
Goat Invitrogen (A-21435) 1:1000 - 
Alexa-Fluor 647 
anti-Mouse 
Donkey Invitrogen (A-31571) 1:500/1:1000 - 
Alexa-Fluor 647 
anti-Rabbit 
Donkey Invitrogen (A-31573) 1:500/1:1000 - 
Alexa-Fluor 647 
anti-Guinea Pig 
Goat Invitrogen (A-21450) 1:500/1:1000 - 
Alexa-Fluor 647 
anti-Rat 
Goat Invitrogen (A-21247) 1:500/1:1000 - 
DAPI Nuclei Merck (268298) 1:2000 - 
Phalloidin-488 F-actin Invitrogen (A-12379) 1:1000 - 
Phalloidin-555 F-actin Sigma (P-1951) 1:5000 - 
 
 
Microscopy 	  
Carl Zeiss laser scanning confocal microscopes LSM510, LSM710, two-photon 
LSM710, LSM800, and confocal microscopes Olympus Fluoview FV3000 and Nikon AR1+ 
were used for laser scanning confocal imaging. Objectives used were usually 30x/1.05 
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silicone oil objective (Olympus), 40x/0.95 oil-Plan Apochromat and 63x/1.4 oil-Plan 
Apochromat (Zeiss) and 40x/1.3 oil Plan-Fluor and 60x/1.4 oil Plan-Apochromat (Nikon). The 
analysis and composition of images taken from the microscopy were done with ImageJ (NIH) 
or Zen (Zeiss) programs. For quantifications, more than three experiments were quantified 
per condition.  
 
Measurements and quantif ications 	  
MDCK spheroids with a single or double actin/Gp135 staining specific at the interior 
surface were identified as normal “single” lumens. We exclude spheroid experiments that 
presented lower than 50% normal lumen formation (at 72 h), usually due to poor Matrigel 
gelification conditions. To randomize spheroid or cell counting, we randomly selected fields 
using low magnification, and then counted or took images at higher magnification for 
measurements. Immunofluorescence experiments were performed at least three 
independent times and images shown are representative from samples that were used for 
quantification. A significant number of spheroids (approximately 50 cells) and fish were 
quantified per experiment, a minimum of three experiments per condition. GraphPad Prism 
version 8.0 for Mac and Microsoft Excel were used to analyze and plot data. 
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Figure R1. SFRP3 modifies the expression pattern of Wg in Drosophila wing imaginal 
discs. A) Immunofluorescence of extracellular Wg and SFRP3-myc in wing imaginal discs of Hh-
Gal4>UAS-GFP, UAS-Sfrp3-myc flies. B) Fluorescent intensity profiles of Wg across the dorsoventral 
boundary in both anterior and posterior regions of the imaginal disc (yellow bars in A indicate the line of 
measurement). Scale bars, 50μm. a, anterior; p, posterior; v, ventral; d, dorsal. Dotted line separates 
anterior and posterior compartments. 
1.  Role of Sfrp3  in the regulat ion of Wnt pathway during mammary 
gland development 	  
1.1. Sfrp3 expression alters localization pattern of extracellular Wg 	  	  
To test how SFRP3 could be modulating Wnt signaling in mice mammary gland, we decided 
to explore its role using the Drosophila melanogaster wing imaginal disc, which provides several 
advantages. In this model, Wingless (Wg, the Drosophila homologue for vertebrate Wnt-1) 
pathway has been profoundly described (Chen and Struhl, 1999; Couso et al., 1994; Neumann 
and Cohen, 1997; Zecca et al., 1996), contributing to the understanding of its role in the regulation 
of different developmental processes and unveiling conserved mechanisms in the vertebrate Wnt 
pathway. In addition, this model provides an Sfrp null background, due to the fact that the 
Drosophila genome does not present any SFRPs homologues (Bovolenta et al., 2008). 
Wg acts as a morphogen in the wing imaginal disc, being normally expressed at the 
dorsoventral (DV) boundary, from which is known to diffuse towards surrounding cells (Neumann 
and Cohen, 1997; Zecca et al., 1996). We proceeded to express myc-tagged Sfrp3 in the posterior 
compartment of Drosophila wing imaginal discs under the influence of the hedgehog (Hh) driver 
using the UAS-Gal4 system (HhGal4>UAS-Sfrp3-myc).  
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We found that, in contrast to what happens in the anterior compartment that serves as a 
control, extracellular Wg localization is disturbed in the posterior compartment, showing a broader 
expression pattern with a decreased peak of expression at the center of the DV boundary (Figure 
R1). This result is consistent with previous data related to another protein of the family, SFRP1, 
which is known to directly interact with Wg protein (Üren et al., 2000) and negatively modulate its 
function (Esteve et al., 2011).  
1.2.  Sfrp3 is specif ical ly modulating Wg pathway 	  
To further analyze the effects of Sfrp3 in the posterior compartment of the wing imaginal 
disc, we checked the expression of senseless (sens), a canonical target of Wg pathway that is 
activated by high levels of Wg in cells close to the DV boundary (Figure R2).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure R2. SFRP3 specifically modulates Wg pathway during Drosophila wing 
development. A) Immunolabelling of Wg target Sens and Notch target Cut in wing imaginal discs of Hh-
Gal4>UAS-GFP,UAS-Sfrp3-myc flies. B) Fluorescence intensity profiles of Sens and Cut across the 
dorsoventral boundary in both anterior and posterior regions of the imaginal disc. Yellow bars indicate the 
line traced to perform measurements. Scale bars, 50μm. C) Adult wings of both wild type and Nub-
Gal4>UAS-Sfrp3-myc flies and magnifications of their margins (dashed line). Scale bars,100μm. 
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The expression of sens is normally seen as a pair of stripes at both sides of the DV 
boundary. We found that SFRP3 prevented the normal expression of sens, which was almost 
absent in the posterior compartment (Figures R2A & R2B). On the contrary, the expression of cut, 
a direct target of Notch pathway, remains unaffected. These results suggest that SFRP3 functional 
activity is exclusive for Wg pathway, unlike to what has been published for SFRP1, which also 
affects Notch pathway in Drosophila wing imaginal discs (Esteve et al., 2011).  
In addition, the expression of Sfrp3 in the wing pouch under the Nubbin (Nub) driver results 
in a lack of sensory organs along the adult wing margin, a phenotype related to the blockade of 
Sens activity (Nolo et al., 2000) (Figure R2C). 
1.3.  Sfrp3  expands Wg terr i tory of act ion 	  
As these previous results clearly indicate a modulation of Wg pathway by Sfrp3, either by 
inhibition of Wg morphogen activity or by modification of its spatial range of action, we decided to 
further investigate these options. To that end, we checked the expression of distal-less (dll), 
another Wg target activated by low concentrations of the morphogen. We found that the territory of 
expression of dll was expanded in the posterior compartment of the wing disc, demonstrating that 
SFRP3 does not block the signaling but disperses the ligand (Figure R3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
Figure R3. Wg territory of action is expanded when Sfrp3 is being expressed A) 
Immunolabelling of Wg target Dll and SFRP3-myc in wing imaginal discs of Hh-Gal4>UAS-GFP, UAS-
Sfrp3-myc flies. Scale bar, 50μm. B) Fluorescence intensity profiles of Dll and GFP along the dorsal area of 
the wing pouch. Yellow bar indicates the line traced to perform the measurements.  
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To verify this result, we used a Drosophila line in which endogenous wg was replaced by a 
gene encoding the transmembrane protein Neurotactin fused to Wg (NRT-Wg), a still functional 
membrane-tethered version of the morphogen that is unable to diffuse (Alexandre et al., 2013). In 
this case, the expression of Sfrp3 in the posterior compartment does not alter the expression 
pattern of sens across the DV boundary of the imaginal disc (Figure R4), indicating that the 
pathway is active in spite of Sfrp3 expression. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Altogether, these results support the hypothesis that Sfrp3 positively modulates Wnt pathway 
by bringing Wnt ligands closer to their receptors. In the mammary gland model, SFRP3 would 
modulate Wnt signaling by avoiding ligand accumulation at the boundary between tubular epithelial 
cells and stromal cells, expanding Wnt morphogens range of action. The lack of SFRP3 coming 
from the stroma of the mammary glands in knockout mice leads to the increase of ligand 
concentration at the boundary, causing increased ductal invasion and branching, epithelial cells 
structural defects and abnormal proliferation (Figure R5).  
 
 
 
Figure R4. SFRP3 acts as a modulator of morphogen concentration in the intercellular 
space. A) Immunolabelling of Wg, Sens and SFRP3-myc in wing imaginal discs of Hh-Gal4 > UAS-GFP, 
UAS-Sfrp3-myc flies. B) Fluorescent intensity profiles of NRT-Wg and Sens across the dorsoventral 
boundary of the wing disc. Yellow bars indicate the line trace followed for measurements. Scale bars, 
50μm.  
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2.  Role of main signaling pathways in zebrafish intestine 
morphogenesis 	  
2.1.  Mesenchymal cel ls surrounding zebrafish intest inal epithel ial 
cel ls express the Hedgehog l igand receptor Patched 2 	  
Organogenesis is a complex process in which several kinds of signaling take place, 
including intracellular autocrine signaling or intercellular juxtacrine and paracrine signaling between 
different cell types, which are key to ensure the correct development of an organism. The 
interactions between epithelial cells from the endoderm layer and the mesenchymal cells derived 
from the mesoderm during morphogenesis of tubular epithelial organs have been widely studied 
during the past decades (Archambeault et al., 2009; Bernascone & Martín-Belmonte, 2013; 
Shannon & Hyatt, 2004; Volckaert & De Langhe, 2015). It is well known that this communication 
occurs through cellular contacts or soluble factors and is also greatly influenced by extracellular 
matrix (ECM) components, with an increasing importance for mechanical signaling mechanisms in 
the process (Mammoto and Ingber, 2010; Seiler et al., 2012, Wallace et al., 2005). Hedgehog (Hh) 
signaling is particularly important for intestinal development in vertebrates (Apelqvist, 1997; 
Roberts, 1995). During gut development, endodermal epithelium determines the establishment of 
the different layers that form the organ through the expression of both Sonic hedgehog (Shh) and 
Indian hedgehog (Ihh), which regulate radial differentiation and mesenchymal growth, and are 
crucial for gastrointestinal (GI) tract organogenesis (Mao et al., 2010; Ramalho-Santos et al., 2000; 
Sukegawa et al., 2000). Interestingly, although it is well-known that zebrafish GI development 
Figure R5. Hypothethical  
model of act ion of Sfrp3  in 
the mammary gland in both 
wild-type and knockout 
mice for Sfrp3 .  After being 
secreted by stromal cells, 
SFRP3 works as modulator of 
Wnt signaling by binding to Wnt 
morphogens and expanding their 
range of action. Its absence in 
knockout mice allows Wnt 
accumulation in the intercellular 
space, which affects epithelial 
cell morphology and behavior. 
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differs to that of mammals, Hh signaling seems to be equally important for gut development, as 
intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) of mutant fish for smoothened (smo), a key signal transducer 
receptor of Hh pathway, are unable to resolve intestinal lumens (Alvers et al., 2014). We confirmed 
which cells involved in intestinal tubulogenesis in zebrafish were being directly affected by the smo 
mutation by analyzing the expression of the ptch2::kaede reporter (Huang et al., 2012) across 
different stages of early zebrafish development (Figure R6A).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The dynamics of the ptch2::kaede-expressing cells are identical to those of the 
mesenchymal cells that give rise to intestinal smooth muscle cells (iSMC) during zebrafish 
development (Gays et al., 2017). This work showed how mesenchymal cells undergo ventral and 
Figure R6. The transgene ptch2::kaede is expressed in mesenchymal cells surrounding 
intestinal epithelial cells in zebrafish. A) Confocal cross sections of Tg(ptch2::kaede) zebrafish at 
different stages during embryo develoment. Phalloidin (red), Kaede (green). B) Confocal cross sections of 
Tg(ptch2::kaede) and TgBAC(myadm-GFP) fish at 72hpf. Phalloidin (red), Kaede (green), Myadm (green). 
Scale bars, 20μm. 
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dorsal migration around the epithelial tube until it is completely surrounded, and before 
differentiating into iSMC. We also compared the expression of the transgene ptch2::kaede to that 
of myadm-GFP, a marker we use for mesenchymal cells, concluding that the cells responding to 
hedgehog ligands belong to a group of mesenchymal cells surrounding the epithelial cells that form 
the intestine (Figure R6B), in a mechanism that recreates intestinal development in mammals 
(Kolterud et al., 2009; Mao et al., 2010).  
We also observed that mesenchymal cells start expressing ptch2::kaede at early stages of 
development, simultaneously to the initiation of the epithelial tube morphogenesis, which suggest 
that their presence and the activation of Hh pathway may be critical at these initial stages of 
intestinal development. Furthermore, the expression of ptch2::kaede remains active at least until 96 
hpf, when the intestine is completely formed, which may indicate that Hh pathway might have 
additional roles at later stages of fish development and in processes other than lumen resolution, 
such as in the patterning of intestinal crypts and villi (Madison et al., 2005; Walton et al., 2012). 
 
2.2.  RNA-seq of isolated epithel ial cel ls reveals a key role for cel l  
architecture dynamics in intest inal organogenesis 	  
While mechanisms for intestinal lumen opening in zebrafish have been already explored 
(Bagnat et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2005), the processes that drive lumen coalescence in vivo are still 
widely unknown. As previously mentioned, only Hh pathway has been shown to be critical for 
multiple lumens in zebrafish intestine to be properly resolved (Alvers et al., 2014). We decided to 
address this issue by performing fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to isolate intestinal 
epithelial cells from developing zebrafish for subsequent transcriptional analysis. We carried out the 
experiment in 60 hpf larvae, a stage in which lumen resolution is taking place, using fish expressing 
TgBAC(cldn15la-GFP) (Alvers et al., 2014) and comparing them to TgBAC(cldn15la-GFP) 
embryos carrying the smos294 mutation as well (Aanstad et al., 2009). We isolated the cells and, 
after RNA extraction and NGS analysis, proceeded to look at differentially expressed genes 
(DEGs) to identify transcriptional programs associated with lumen coalescence.  
We confirmed that, according to principal-component and differential expression analysis, 
wild type and smos294 IECs had unique enrichment signatures (Figure R7A & R7B). Taking a closer 
look to the top ten upregulated and the top ten downregulated genes, we found a group of DEGs 
associated with the regulation (rnd2, pvalb4, itga2.2, itga2.3) or the constitution (myl10) of the 
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actomyosin cytoskeleton and microtubules (Figure R7C, black arrowheads). This suggests that 
changes in cell architecture play a central role in lumen resolution, which is in correlation with 
previous work showing that rearrangement of cellular contacts together with apical expansion are 
necessary for zebrafish gut development (Alvers et al., 2014), due to the fact that these lumens 
must coalesce by mechanisms other than apoptosis (Ng et al., 2005).  
On the other hand, we also found two other genes between the ten most downregulated 
genes in IECs of smos294 fish whose main function is related to fin development and regeneration, 
actinodin1 (and1) and actinodin2 (and2) (Figure R7C, green arrowheads).  
Profiling using Gene Ontology (GO) terms and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and 
Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis revealed that DEGs in smos294 mutants are mainly involved in 
cellular interaction with surrounding cells and the environment, sensing mechanisms, as well as in 
the modification of cell structure and cell motility. However, if we separate in groups of down- and 
upregulated genes, we can detect that each of these groups associates specifically with particular 
processes.  
Downregulated genes are associated with inner ear development and ion transport, such 
as genes encoding subunits of Na-K-ATPase transporting channels, which, together with junction 
proteins (claudins), mediate fluid flow towards the luminal space to facilitate lumen expansion in 
several organs, and whose mutation or malfunctioning can result in lumen formation defects 
(Bagnat et al., 2007, Krupinski & Beitel, 2009, Lowery & Sive, 2005). By contrast, upregulated 
genes in smos294 mutants are involved in cell migration processes.  While some of them are 
associated with the regulation of JAK-STAT cascade, which is known to trigger cell migration in 
epithelial cells of the intestine (Le et al., 2016), another group of upregulated genes is linked to 
focal adhesions (i.e. vitronectin, fibronectin receptor or regulatory myosin chains) and thus, to the 
modulation of cell migration as well.  
In summary, RNA-seq analysis confirmed that intestinal epithelial cells of smos294 and wild-
type fish display distinctive gene expression profiles. Differentially expressed genes in smos294 
suggest that cell architecture proteins are critical for epithelial cells to achieve lumen resolution 
during gut development in zebrafish. However, according to Gene Ontology terms analysis, while 
downregulated genes are mainly associated with luminal expansion, upregulated genes are linked 
to cell migratory and adhesion processes and its regulation. Further characterization is needed to 
verify this screening and candidate genes that may have a key role during lumen coalescence in 
gut development. 
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Figure R7. The zebrafish intestine shows specific transcriptional programs involved in 
lumen resolution during development. A) Principal components analysis shows that samples can 
be clustered in two groups, according to the variances, depending on the fish genotypes. B) Heatmap of 
DEGs and hierarchical clustering show that smos294 and wild type intestinal epithelial cells display distinctive 
clusters of upregulated and downregulated genes. Red, increased expression; blue, reduced expression. 
C) Heatmap of both top ten underexpressed and top ten overexpressed genes in smos294 fish. Red, 
increased expression; blue, reduced expression. Black arrowheads point to genes related to cytoskeleton 
dynamics, green arrowheads point to genes related to fin development and regeneration. D) Table showing 
top GO terms and KEGG pathways for each group of genes. 
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2.3.  TGF-β inhibit ion impairs lumen resolut ion in developing 
zebrafish gut 	  
As previously mentioned, the intestinal epithelium signals via Hh ligands to the surrounding 
mesenchymal cells. As a consequence, Hh signaling activation in mesenchymal cells triggers a 
mechanical or molecular response from the mesenchymal towards the epithelial layer that ensures 
proper tubulogenesis. To find out through which signaling pathways this communication from 
mesenchymal to epithelial cells is taking place, we targeted main candidate pathways that could be 
involved in the process of gut formation, in order to identify a phenotype that recapitulates the 
defects observed in the guts of smos294 mutants. We separately inhibited FGF, BMP, Wnt and 
TGF-β pathways from 30 hpf on, when epithelial cells start the process of intestinal tubulogenesis 
(Ng et al., 2005), until 96 hpf, when every fish presents a single open lumen across the intestine 
(Alvers et al., 2014). Interestingly, the inhibition of transforming growth factor β (TGF-β), which had 
been previously linked to tubulogenesis (Denker et al., 2015; Viñals & Pouysségur, 2001), using 
the small molecule EW-7197 (a strong ATP-competitive inhibitor of type I TGF-β receptors) caused 
a phenotype of impaired lumen resolution at final stages of intestinal development (Figure R8B-B’). 
This phenotype, in which lumens remain close but unable to fuse, was similar to the one observed 
in smo294 mutants. We also identified a positive correlation between the concentration of the 
inhibitor and the number of fish presenting the phenotype (Figure R8C). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure R8. TGF-β inhibitor EW-7197 impairs lumen resolution during gut development in 
zebrafish. A) Phenotype observed in fish treated with non-lethal concentrations of EW-7197 from 30hpf 
to 96hpf compared to control fish. B-B’) Confocal section of a Z-stack of TgBAC(cldn15la-GFP) fish at 
96hpf of both control and fish treated with EW-7197 from 30hpf. Dashed line indicates magnified area 
shown in B’. Claudin15la (green). Scale bars, 30μm. C) Quantification of treated fish presenting multiple 
lumens in developing guts at 96hpf with different concentrations of EW-7197. Values are mean ± SD; n=3 
independent experiments; *, P<0.05; **, P<0.01 (Student’s t-test). Control fish were treated with DMSO.  
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2.4.  EW-7197 alters mesenchymal cel l  migration around the 
intest inal epithel ium 	  
Previous studies have shown that TGF-β inhibition by other chemical inhibitors or the use of 
morpholinos impairs mesenchymal cells migration from the lateral plate mesoderm (LPM) to 
encircle the intestine before undergoing differentiation (Gays et al., 2017). Taken this into account, 
we investigated the impact that the inhibitor EW-7197 could have on mesenchymal cell migration 
during zebrafish development (Figure R9). We verified that mesenchymal cell migration was highly 
affected upon TGF-β inhibition, with stronger effects at higher levels of concentration (60μM), which 
impairs both ventral and dorsal migration from the LPM around epithelial cells or results in a thinner 
layer of mesenchymal cells. In addition, other remarkable defects upon TGF-β inhibition were the 
organization of epithelial cells in stratified layers instead of in monolayers, and the appearance of 
disorganized apical membranes (Figure R9).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure R9. EW-7197 disrupts 
mesenchymal cell migration 
around the epithelial layer of the 
zebrafish intestine. Confocal cross 
section of the transgenic line 
TgBAC(myadm-GFP) of both A-B’) 
control and C-F’) treated zebrafish at 
60hpf. Phalloidin (red), DAPI (blue). 
Control fish were treated with DMSO, 
concentrations of EW-7197 in 
experimental conditions are indicated 
above. Images of both A-A’, C-C’, E-
E’ anterior and B-B’, D-D’, F-F’ 
posterior intestinal regions for each 
condition are shown. Scale bars, 30μm. 
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These effects open the possibility that the lumen resolution defects observed in developing 
zebrafish intestines at later stages (96hpf) when using EW-7197 (Figure R8) may be a 
consequence of (1) the lack of mechanical support and/or molecular signaling from mesenchymal 
to epithelial cells, (2) the result of the TGF-β pathway inhibition in epithelial cells or (3) both of them. 
In addition, our RNA-seq data reveals high expression of TGF-β type I and type II receptors in 
epithelial cells, which might be associated with the intestinal luminal defects, supporting the 
hypotheses (2) and (3) described above. Therefore, future work will need to address whether the 
intestinal phenotype is caused either by the effect of the TGF-β inhibitor on mesenchymal cell 
migration, a signaling defect on epithelial cells through TGF-β type I receptors, or a combination of 
both.  
Interestingly, smos294 mutant fish lack intestinal smooth muscle cells (iSMC), which derive 
from the mesenchymal precursors (Alvers et al., 2014), since Hh signaling is crucial in the 
differentiation process. Consequently, we could contemplate an alternative scenario in which TGF-
β pathway does not act downstream Hh signaling but both Hh and TGF-β inhibition may separately 
lead to the same effect (the impairment of single lumen formation in the intestine) as a 
consequence of the lack of interaction between epithelial cells and iSMCs. 
 
2.5.  The removal of TGF-β inhibitor leads to the rescue of the 
mult i luminal phenotype 	  
Next, we tested whether the effects of the TGF-β inhibitor (EW-7197) are reversible or on 
the contrary, it targets key processes with permanent consequences. To address this question, we 
time-lapsed an area of the intestines presenting unfused lumens for 5 hours in 4dpf fish that had 
been treated with 50μM EW-7197 since initial stages of gut development (30 hpf). 
We used the transgenic line TgBAC(cldn15la-GFP) to address whether the IECs could 
remodel the junctions and fuse the lumens upon withdrawing of the TGF-β inhibitor. We observed 
that the effects of EW-7197 in junction remodeling were mostly reversible, since epithelial cells 
were able to rearrange their junctions in a short time following EW-7197 removal (Figure R10).  
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2.6.  Canonical TGF-β signaling is not act ivated in the zebrafish 
intest inal epithel ium at lumen resolut ion stages 	  
To test the hypothesis that the TGF-β inhibitor is not only impairing mesenchymal cell 
migration from the LPM, but blocking TGF-β pathway in the epithelial compartment, we next 
investigated whether the canonical TGF-β pathway is activated in the epithelial layer at luminal 
resolution stages (54hpf). To examine canonical TGF-β activation, we stained to detect 
phosphorylated Smad2/3 (pSmad2/3), which appears in cell nuclei when the canonical pathway is 
activated. Interestingly, we observed a strong signal of pSmad2/3 in pronephric epithelial cells at 
those stages, while the intensity of pSmad2/3 in the nuclei of IECs was very reduced (Figure R11). 
Nevertheless, this result does not allow us to completely dismiss the hypothesis that the phenotype 
we observe is due to an inactivation of TGF-β pathway in the epithelium, since the canonical 
pathway could be active in earlier stages or TGF-β may be activating non-canonical pathways in 
epithelial cells. 
 
Figure R10. Intestinal epithelial cells can achieve lumen fusion if the TGF-β inhibitor EW-
7197 is withdrawn from the media. A) In vivo confocal images taken from a TgBAC(cldn15la-GFP) 
fish once EW-7197 has been eliminated from the water. Dashed line indicates the area separating two 
unfused lumens. B) First and last in vivo images of TgBAC(cldn15la-GFP) fish with EW-7197 still present in 
the water. Yellow arrow points to the junction separating two unfused lumens that remain unfused during 
the experiment. Claudin15la (green). Scale bars, 30μm. 
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To sum up, the chemical inhibition of TGF-β type I receptors causes a phenotype in 
zebrafish gut development in which lumens formed in the epithelial tube remain unfused, similarly 
to what can be observed when Hh signaling is blocked in smos294 mutants. In both cases, upon 
TGF-β and Hh inhibition, mesenchymal cells that surround the intestine are being affected, 
showing impaired migration or reduced number/lack of differentiation, respectively. Therefore, 
further analyses need to be performed to elucidate whether both phenotypes are related and share 
mechanisms, and the specific reasons behind them. 
 
3.  Characterization of TGF-β inhibit ion in organotypic 3D cultures 	  
3.1.  Inhibit ion of TGF-β type I receptors in MDCK spheroids causes 
a mult iple lumen defect 	  
To clarify whether the effects of TGF-β inhibition could be intrinsic to epithelial cells, we 
evaluated the consequences of EW-7197 treatment in a reductionist epithelial cell model. We used 
in vitro 3D organotypic cultures of MDCK cells, which consist of canine epithelial kidney cells from 
Figure R11. Canonical activation of TGF-β pathway in the intestinal epithelial layer when 
lumen fusion is taking place is reduced compared to that of pronephric epithelial cells. A-
A’’) Confocal cross section of wild type fish at 54hpf. Squares indicate magnified sections in B) P, 
pronephros; g, gut. Phalloidin (red), DAPI (blue), pSmad2/3 (green). Scale bars, 30μm.  
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the distal tubule and collecting duct. We first checked the expression levels of the main 
components of the canonical TGF-β pathway through RT-qPCR. We observed that almost every 
gene is expressed at similar levels than the housekeeping gene (HPRT) and that those levels 
remain stable during epithelial morphogenesis, with no significant differences between 2D and 3D 
(Figure R12). Regarding TGF-β type I receptors, Alk4 is expressed at low levels as shown by its 
high Ct mean, while Alk5 is expressed at relatively high levels, similar to those of the housekeeping 
gene (Figure R11). The lack of induction of the expression of these genes in 3D cultures do not 
necessarily mean that TGF-β pathway is not required specifically for proper 3D morphogenesis in 
MDCK, as long as there is an activation of the pathway not detectable by mRNA levels.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Then, we proceeded to test the effects of the TGF-β type I receptors inhibitor EW-7197 in 
both 2D and 3D MDCK epithelial morphogenesis. We first analyzed the effects in 2D since these 
results may also contribute to the understanding of the responses in MDCK 3D morphogenesis. 
We noticed that the effects on 2D cells vary depending on the concentration. When cells are 
treated 24h after seeding, once they have already adhered to the plate, a defect in lamellipodia and 
filopodia formation (Figure R13A, yellow arrows), although not quantified, seems to arise in treated 
cells, which have difficulties to spread and cover gaps between them and display a strong actin 
accumulation at the cell cortex (Figure R13B-C, white arrows). Cell division was quantified for each 
condition and no differences were reported (Figure R13D).  
 
Figure R12. TGF-β canonical signaling components are expressed in both 2D and 3D 
MDCK cell cultures. Analysis by RT-qPCR of main proteins involved in TGF-β pathway in both 2D and 
3D culture conditions and at different time points. 
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By contrast, we observed that activation of TGF-β type I receptors is required for proper 
3D-MDCK spheroid morphogenesis (Figure R14). MDCK cells were treated with different 
concentrations of EW-7197 from t=0h and the percentage of single lumen spheroids was quantified 
for each condition. Whereas most control spheroids display an open single lumen at 94h, cells 
treated with EW-7197 show significant differences in the number of multiluminal spheroids. In this 
context, the consequences of TGF-β inhibition closely resemble to the phenotype obtained in 
zebrafish developing intestines, with multiple lumens remaining unfused at stages in which 
spheroids should present an open single lumen. In addition, an increase in the concentration of the 
drug had an impact in the number of spheroids that display this defect, similarly to the results 
Figure R13. Inhibition of TGF-β type I receptors in 2D impairs cell adhesion and migratory 
processes. A-C) Confocal images of MDCK cells growing in a 2D monolayer treated with DMSO as a 
control or different concentrations of EW-7197. Picture (A) was taken from the cell culture edges, while (B) 
and (C) were taken from the center of the cell plate. Yellow arrowheads point to lamellipodia, white 
arrowheads point to cortical actin accumulation with no presence of lamellipodia. Phalloidin (red), DAPI 
(blue). Scale bars, 30μm. D) Quantification shows the percentage of dividing cells for each condition. 
Values are mean ± SD from n=3 independent experiments; ***, P<0.001; ns, not significant (Student’s t-
test). 
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obtained during zebrafish gut morphogenesis. This data suggests that both in vivo and in vitro 
epithelial models may share a common mechanism that depends on TGF-β type I receptors 
activation in the epithelial compartment in order to generate an open cavity as a consequence of 
lumen resolution (Figure R14).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.  MDCK mult i luminal spheroids treated with TGF-β inhibitor EW-
7197 show a defect in spindle orientat ion 	  	  
A careful analysis of the phenotypes that can be observed in spheroids allows us to 
hypothesize the molecular mechanisms and pathways associated with these defects (Rodríguez-
Fraticelli & Martín-Belmonte, 2013). As we did not detect alterations in markers for ECM laminin 
deposition, apical domain establishment (Gp135, PKCλ), tight junction assembly (ZO-1), apical 
vesicle trafficking (Rab11) and Golgi positioning (GM130), which presented a normal subcellular 
localization in polarized cells (Figure R15), we discarded major defects affecting polarity acquisition 
and intracellular trafficking in spheroids treated with the TGF-β inhibitor.  
 
 
 
Figure R14. Single lumen formation of MDCK spheroids is impaired in the presence of 
EW-7197. A) Confocal images of control and EW-7197-treated spheroids. Drug concentration, 20μM. 
Phalloidin (red), DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 30μm. B) Quantification shows the percentage of spheroids with 
single lumen at 96h when treated with increasing concentrations of EW-7197. Treatment from t=0h. Values 
are mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments (n>100 spheroids/experiment); *, P<0.05; **, P<0.01 
(Student’s t-test). 
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Nonetheless, previous data from our group and others have identified that if spheroids 
display multiple lumens, and there is not noticeable internal accumulation of apical markers, it is 
usually due to defects in the processes controlling the orientation of cell spindles during mitotic cell 
division (Bañón-Rodríguez et al., 2014; Hao et al., 2011; Qin et al., 2010) (Figure R16A). Moreover, 
the localization of the initial lumen is regulated by spindle orientation, as the machinery that 
Figure R15. Localization of a variety of proteins related to polarity acquisition and apical 
membrane formation reveals no differences in treated spheroids. A-D’’) Confocal images of 
control and EW-7197-treated spheroids. PKCλ, ZO-1, Rab11, Laminin GM130 (depending on the panel) 
(green), Phalloidin and gp135 (depending on the panel) (red), DAPI (blue). All treatments performed from 
t=0h; drug concentration, 20μM. Scale bars, 15um. 
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originates the apical membrane is recruited to the midbody while cytokinesis takes place during 
asymmetric abscission (Jaffe et al., 2008; Luján et al., 2016; Rodríguez-Fraticelli et al., 2010).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Spindle orientation is finely controlled in cells that require specific spatial organization. In 
epithelial cells, spindles orient perpendicularly to the apicobasal axis of the cell to maintain apical 
Figure R16. Inhibiting TGF-β type I receptors activity results in spindle orientation 
randomization. A) Simplified scheme summarizing the effects of spindle orientation during spheroid 
morphogenesis. Adapted from Bañón-Rodríguez et al., 2014. B-C’) Confocal images of control and 
treated MDCK cells forming spheroids at 96h. B, C) Treatments done for 96h. B’, C’) Treatments done for 
the last 48h prior to fixation. Acetylated tubulin (green), Phalloidin (red), DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 10μm. D-
D’) Quantifications show spindle angles in regards to the apicobasal axis either for 96h-treated cyst or 48h-
treated spheroids. Values are mean ±  SEM from three independent experiments (n>15 
spindles/experiment); ****, P<0.0001) (Student’s t-test). 
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polarity and facilitate single lumen formation (Figure R16A). We measured the angles of the spindle 
poles in regards to the apical membrane of dividing cells in both control and experimental 
conditions. Angles should be close to 90º in control conditions to ensure single lumen formation. 
However, TGF-β type I receptors inhibition results in the randomization of mitotic spindle orientation 
(Figure R16B-D). To verify the result, we also treated MDCK spheroids for only 48h prior fixation, 
which caused spindles to randomize without having a strong effect in single lumen formation 
(Figure R16B’-D’). 
3.3.  EW-7197 removal al lows rescue of the mult i luminal phenotype 
in 3D-MDCK cysts 	  
Next, we investigated whether the effects of the TGF-β inhibitor were reversible during 
epithelial luminogenesis. For this experiment, we removed the inhibitor EW-7197 at different time 
points before fixing the cells and quantifying for each condition both the percentage of MDCK 
spheroids presenting single lumen and the orientation of the spindle in dividing cells (Figure R17).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure R17. The effects of the TGF-β inhibitor EW-7197 are reversible during epithelial 
lumen morphogenesis. A) Confocal images of control and EW-7197 treated spheroids fixed at 96h. 
Acetylated tubulin (green), phalloidin (red), DAPI (blue). Scale bars,15μm. B) Quantification shows the 
percentage of spheroids presenting single lumen for each condition. Values are mean ± SD from n=3 
independent experiments (n>100 spheroids/experiment); **, P<0.01; ns, not significant. C) Quantification 
shows spindle angles for each condition. Values are mean ± SD from n=3 independent experiments (n>30 
spindles/experiment); ns, not significant. 
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As we observed in fish guts, the removal of EW-7197 from the cell media results in the 
recovery from the phenotype, both in terms of multiple lumen formation and appropriate spindle 
orientation (Figure R17). These results suggest that both spindle orientation and the emergence of 
multiple lumens are associated, although correlation does not always mean causation. 
Furthermore, these results further associate the phenotype we observe in epithelial 3D-MDCK 
spheroids with the phenotype we detected during the development of the intestinal tube in 
zebrafish, which is also rescued when eliminating the inhibitor from the fish water. 
 
3.4.  NuMA local izat ion seems to be affected when cel ls are treated 
with the TGF-β inhibitor EW-7197 	  
As we detected a spindle mispositioning in mitotic cells, we decided to investigate the 
localization of some of the machinery directly involved in this process. Three conserved proteins, 
called NuMA, LGN and Gαi in vertebrates, form the main cortical complex that controls spindle 
positioning during cell division by applying a pulling force on astral microtubules through 
dynein/dynactin activity (di Pietro et al., 2016) (Figure R-18B).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure R18. NuMA localization is affected upon TGF-β type I receptors inhibition. A) 
Confocal images of control and EW-7197-treated spheroids at 96h. Squares indicate magnified areas. 
Yellow arrowheads point to NuMA aberrant positioning. NuMA (green), acetylated tubulin (gray), Phalloidin 
(red), DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 15μm. B) Simplified scheme of principal components taking part in spindle 
positioning. Adapted from Gallini et al., 2016. 
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The mislocalization of the proteins that constitute this machinery often results in altered 
spindle orientation (Gallini et al., 2016; Hao et al., 2011; Rodríguez-Fraticelli et al., 2010; Zheng et 
al., 2010). We observed that NuMA, which is normally found at spindle poles and the lateral cortex 
in line with the pulling direction of the spindles, was aberrantly found forming aggregates and at the 
lateral membrane, (showing a perpendicular localization to the spindle direction) when EW-7197 is 
added to the culture (Figure R-18A). However, this interesting but preliminary result requires further 
analysis regarding the activity and distribution of other key proteins controlling spindle orientation, 
such as LGN, Cdc42 or aPKC (Hao et al., 2010; Jaffe et al., 2008). 
 
3.5.  SMAD2 and SMAD3 are required for epithel ial morphogenesis of 
3D-MDCK spheroids 	  
 
To analyze the hypothetical implication of the canonical TGF-β pathway in lumen formation 
and resolution, we designed specific siRNAs for canine SMAD2 and SMAD3. We tested their 
knock-down (KD) efficiency by western-blot or RT-qPCR after a double knock-down sequentially 
using both nucleofection and lipofection techniques (Figure R19A-C).  We transfected MDCK cells 
with each siRNA (siSmad2 and siSmad3) or both at the same time, performed 3D culture and fixed 
them after 48h to avoid loss of siRNAs effect, since we observed that SMAD2 and SMAD3 mRNAs 
were rapidly recovered after silencing. Then, we measured both the percentage of MDCK 
spheroids with single lumen and the orientation of the spindle in dividing cells (Figure R19D-F). 
We observed that KD of SMAD2 and SMAD3 mRNAs had a significant impact in lumen 
morphogenesis in MDCK spheroids (with a similar percentage of spheroids with single lumen when 
compared to the drug treatment fixed at 48h) and the spindle orientation in mitotic cells. The 
simultaneous silencing of both SMAD2 and SMAD3 mRNAs had severe consequences in MDCK 
spheroid morphogenesis, which were unable to properly develop. In addition to the multiluminal 
phenotype other effects could be perceived, such as in lumen formation, which is strongly impaired 
in a high number of spheroids, especially in SMAD2 KD conditions (Figure R20A).  
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Figure R19. SMAD2 and SMAD3 silencing affect single lumen formation and spindle 
orientation. A-B) Quantification shows the percentage of SMAD2 or SMAD3 mRNA relative to control 
when using siRNAs against SMAD2, SMAD3, or both. Values are mean ± SD from n=3 independent 
experiments; **, P<0.01; ***, P<0.01, ns, not significant. (Student’s t-test). C) Western blot against SMAD3 
in all experimental conditions using GAPDH as a control. MW, molecular weight. D) Confocal images of 
MDCK spheroids at 48h knocked down for either SMAD2 or SMAD3. Acetylated tubulin (green), Phalloidin 
(red), DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 15μm. E-E’) Quantification shows the percentage of spheroids with single 
lumen at 48h, either by knocking down SMAD2 or SMAD3 (E) or by using EW-7197 (E’). Values are mean 
± SD from 3 independent experiments (n>100 spheroids/experiment); *, P<0.05; **, P<0.01. (Student’s t-
test). F) Quantification shows spindle angles of dividing cells of cyst at 48h after KD with SMAD2 or 
SMAD3. Values are mean ± SEM from n=3 independent experiments; *, P<0.05. (Student’s t-test). 
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Figure R20. MDCK spheroids silenced for SMAD2, SMAD3 or both SMAD2 and SMAD3 
show defects in lumen opening but not in polarity acquisition or apical membrane identity. 
A) Confocal images of 48h spheroids showing a strong defect in lumen opening after KD of SMAD2 or 
SMAD2 and SMAD3. Acetylated tubulin (green), Phalloidin (red), DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 15μm. B-E) 
Confocal images of control and KD spheroids for SMAD2, SMAD3 or both, showing normal localization of 
apical Gp135. Gp135 (green), Phalloidin (red), DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 15μm. B’-E’) Confocal images of 
control and KD spheroids for SMAD2, SMAD3 or both, showing normal deposition of laminin. Laminin 
(green), Phalloidin (red), DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 15μm. B’’-E’’) Confocal images of control and KD 
spheroids for SMAD2, SMAD3 or both, showing normal positioning of Golgi apparatus. GM130 (green), 
Phalloidin (red), DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 15μm. 
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Furthermore, when only SMAD3 is silenced, a characteristic phenotype is repeatedly 
observed, consisting of 4-cell stage spheroids with two apical membrane initiation sites (AMIS). 
This could be caused by a range of different reasons, like defects in spindle orientation, in midbody 
positioning and loss of asymmetric abscission during cell division, or impairment in the machinery 
involved in lumen resolution through junction remodeling or apical membrane enlargement (Figure 
R20D). In case the acquisition of apicobasal polarity could have been affected upon SMAD2 and/or 
SMAD3 silencing, we characterized apical markers such as podocalyxin/Gp135 (Figure R20B-E), 
ECM laminin deposition (Figure R20B’-E’), and Golgi positioning (GM130) (Figure R20B’’-E’’), 
which is normally closed to the apical membrane of polarized cells to facilitate vesicle transport, 
and we found no observable defects. 
 
3.6.  SMAD3  KD does not block cel l  moti l i ty 	  
TGF-β activation has a key and conserved role in cell motility and migration (Ferrarelli, 
2019; Wendt et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2009). Interestingly, previous work has demonstrated that 
MDCK cells are constantly in movement during spheroid morphogenesis, which facilitates single 
lumen formation (Kim et al., 2015). Therefore, we considered the possibility that these two 
processes could be linked and that TGF-β inhibition may be impairing spheroid cell motility and 
hence hindering lumen resolution. We decided to test this hypothesis performing overnight in vivo 
experiments of MDCK spheroids silenced for siControl or just siSmad3 (since the majority of 
spheroids silenced for SMAD2 or simultaneously for SMAD2 and SMAD3 are unable to correctly 
open lumens). To follow cell movements during the experiment, we mixed mCherry-positive MDCK 
cells with normal MDCK cells, all silenced with siSmad3 or siControl. We observed that SMAD3 KD 
did not inhibit general cell motility (Figure R21). Interestingly, we detected the formation of group of 
cells that seem to be extruded from the spheroid (Figure R21B, yellow arrowheads), which 
suggests some defects in the adherence and/or motility of these cells. However, further analysis is 
needed to better address the role of cell motility and adhesion in epithelial morphogenesis. 
In conclusion, TGF-β signaling is necessary for MDCK spheroid morphogenesis. Whereas 
both the use of the chemical TGF-β type I receptors inhibitor EW-7197 and the silencing of key 
components of the canonical TGF-β pathway (SMAD2 and SMAD3) provoke a decrease in the 
number of spheroids with single lumen and a defect in spindle orientation, the morphological 
phenotype slightly differs between them. The mechanisms by which the machinery that orients the 
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spindle in dividing cells is being altered and whether additional SMAD-independent pathways play 
a role in epithelial 3D morphogenesis are issues that need to be addressed in future works. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure R20. MDCK cells silenced for SMAD3 do not display important defects in motility 
during spheroid morphogenesis. A) Confocal images of MDCK spheroids after silencing with 
siControl at different time points during spheroid morphogenesis. mCherry (red). Scale bars, 10μm. B) 
Confocal images of MDCK spheroids after silencing with siSmad3 at different time points during cyst 
morphogenesis. Yellow arrowheads point to gropus of cells presenting extrusion-like behavior. mCherry 
(red). Scale bars, 10μm. Time point indicated in HH:MM:SS.  
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1. Sfrp3  role as Wnt l igand diffusor 	  
SFRPs are considered the largest family of secreted Wnt inhibitory proteins, but little is 
known about the role of SFRP3 in Wnt pathway modulation. Previous studies showed that SFRP3 
could bind Wnt1 and Wnt8 and inhibit the canonical Wnt pathway in cultured cells and Xenopus, 
respectively (Lin et al., 1997; Wang et al., 1997). The Wingless (Wh) pathway in Drosphila is one of 
the best-characterized signaling pathways and its characterization has helped to understand 
conserved mechanisms in the vertebrate Wnt pathway (Swarup & Verheyen, 2012). In this present 
work we proved that, at least in Drosophila, SFRP3 does not function as Wg inhibitor but as an 
extracellular diffusor of the Wg morphogen. We showed how the ectopic expression of Sfrp3 in the 
posterior compartment of Drosophila wing imaginal discs alters the expression pattern of wg, which 
appears expanded at the DV boundary. As a consequence, Sfrp3 expression also affects the 
expression of the Wg pathway targets sens and dll, whose expressions were reduced or broaden, 
respectively, when compared to the control compartment of the wing imaginal discs. In addition, 
adult wings in which Sfrp3 was expressed in the whole wing pouch under the Nubbin driver 
presented a decreased number of sensory organs as a result of the altered expression of sens. 
Other studies support these results, as previous work showed that Sfrp3 promoted the diffusion of 
Wnt8 and Wnt11 in Xenopus embryo (Mii & Taira, 2009). Hence, our results suggest that SFRP3 
might act as an extracellular diffusor of Wnt ligands in other contexts as well, such as the mammary 
gland. In this case, SFRP3 would act as a modulator of Wnt pathway by binding to Wnt2, secreted 
by stromal cells to the intercellular space, and expanding Wnt2 territory of action. In knockout mice 
for Sfrp3, Wnt2 would accumulate at the boundary between stromal and epithelial cells and cause 
a defective mammary epithelial morphogenesis (Bernascone et al., 2019). However, further 
analyses are required to better understand how the communication between stromal and epithelial 
cells is being carried out. 
 
2. Main signaling pathways in zebrafish intestinal development 	  
2.1.  The Hedgehog pathway  
 
Zebrafish embryos presenting a mutation in smo, the Hh pathway transducer, are unable to 
undergo lumen fusion during the process of gut development (Alvers et al., 2014). However, Hh 
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pathway does not act in epithelial cells but in the surrounding mesenchymal layer, which must be 
interacting through mechanical or morphogen signaling with the epithelium to achieve proper 
lumen resolution in the intestine. The mechanisms that are being regulated in epithelial cells upon 
these interactions with surrounding mesenchyme are unknown. In this work, we performed a 
transcriptomic analysis to identify candidate genes in epithelial cells that may have a role in the 
process of lumen resolution by comparing the gene expression profiles of IECs of control fish to 
that of smos294 mutants. We found that differentially expressed genes were mainly associated with 
cytoskeletal architecture, cell-cell signaling, cell adhesion and cell migration processes. It is 
remarkable that among the top ten downregulated genes, we mostly observed genes that are part 
of the actomyosin cytoskeleton, such as Myosin regulatory light chain 10 (myl10), or contribute to 
the regulation of the cytoskeletal activity, such as Parvalbumin 4 (pvalb4), Integrin alpha 2.2 
(itga2.2) and Integrin alpha 2.3 (itga2.3). Interestingly, myl10 had been identified as a Hh pathway 
target gene in a previous study, in which myl10 expression was shown to be extremely reduced in 
gli1; gli2a double mutant zebrafish embryos (Wang et al., 2013). On the other hand, parvalbumin 
proteins are high affinity calcium ion-binding proteins structurally and functionally similar to 
calmodulin and troponin C and thus, believed to be involved in cell contraction/relaxation 
processes. Integrins are transmembrane receptors that mediate cell adhesion to the ECM and act 
as signal transductors to regulate cell processes, such as cell cycle or cytoskeletal rearrangements. 
Therefore, our results suggest that Hh pathway is necessary to activate mechanisms associated 
with cell architecture changes in epithelial cells that facilitate the process of lumen resolution. 
Furthermore, smos294 mutants also show an accumulation of enlarged Rab11a compartments in 
IECs, which resembles to the phenotype caused by Rab11fip1 overexpression (Alvers et al., 2014). 
We did not find any Rab11 interactor to be differentially expressed in our transcriptomic analysis, 
although the actomyosin network components and regulators whose expression we found to be 
altered in the smos294 mutants could also be connected to the disturbed endosomal trafficking. For 
instance, Rab11-FIP2 interacts with Myosin Vb to regulate recycling processes (Hales et al., 2002; 
Lapierre et al., 2001), and the disruption of this interaction results in a multiluminal phenotype in 
MDCK spheroids (Lapierre et al., 2012). Other research articles have also linked the dynamic 
regulation of the actomyosin network to junction remodeling and cell shape changes during 
epithelial tissues morphogenesis (Curran et al., 2017; Heisenberg & Bellaïche, 2013; Martin et al., 
2009; Munjal and Lecuit, 2014; Rauzi et al., 2010) and specifically to tubulogenesis (Barry et al., 
2016; Booth et al., 2014; Denker et al., 2015), which further supports the hypothesis of the critical 
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role that these cell shape changes under the control of Hh pathway might have in the lumen 
resolution during zebrafish gut development.  
Furthermore, among the ten most downregulated genes in smos294 mutants, we also found 
two genes, actinodin1 (and1) and actinodin2 (and2), directly associated with fin development and 
regeneration, a function that is not apparently related to intestinal development. Actinodins are 
structural proteins that form actinotrichia, which are rigid fibrils of the teleost fins (König et al., 2018) 
that act as a scaffold for the migration of mesenchymal cells (Wood and Thorogood, 1984). It has 
been described that actinotrichia formation is blocked by chemical Hedgehog inhibition, which also 
impairs fin regeneration (Armstrong et al., 2017; Quint et al., 2002). Our data suggest that 
actinodins may have additional roles, apart from their implication in fin development and 
regeneration, potentially related to the guiding of mesenchymal cell migration around the intestinal 
epithelia during gut development. 
Remarkably, looking at down- and upregulated separately, we detect different enrichments 
in specific GO terms. Downregulated genes are associated with ion/proton transport and inner ear 
morphogenesis, which are processes tightly linked, as fluid accumulation depending on ion 
transporters is responsible for generating the force needed for inner ear development and function 
(Hoijman et al., 2015; Mosaliganti et al., 2018). Hydrostatic pressure, which is modulated by 
molecule and ion transport and junction permeability (Fishbarg, 2010; Günzel & Yu, 2013), has 
been shown to be critical for the development of different organs that present lumens, including the 
embryonic brain (Lowery & Sive, 2005), the Kupffer’s vesicle (Dasgupta et al., 2018; Navis et al., 
2013) or the intestine (Bagnat et al., 2007). Hence, it is possible that smos294 mutants also present 
a disruption in some epithelial mechanisms controlling luminal expansion through fluid 
accumulation necessary for the intestinal lumens to grow and fuse. 
Besides, in experiments using the transgenic line Tg(ptch2::kaede), we have shown that 
the expression of Kaede under ptch2 promoter is maintained after the lumen resolution stages of 
gut development, being detectable at least until 96hpf. This result suggests that Hh is not only 
involved in lumen resolution but also in other processes related to the zebrafish intestinal 
development or physiological function. For instance, Hedgehog signaling is required for villus 
patterning processes (Kosinski et al., 2010; Madison et al., 2005), intestinal smooth muscle 
differentiation and homeostasis (Ramalho-Santos et al., 2000; Zacharias et al., 2011), intestinal 
secretory cell maturation and autophagy (Gagné-Sansfaçon et al., 2014), and intestinal epithelium 
homeostasis (Buller et al., 2012, van den Brink, 2007). Moreover, Hh signaling disruption is related 
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to different gastrointestinal diseases, such as cancer (Katoh & Katoh, 2005) or inflammatory 
syndromes (Nielsen et al., 2004; van Dop & van den Brink, 2010; Zacharias et al., 2010). Most of 
these studies are focused on mammal intestinal development, and thus, whether the different roles 
of Hh signaling are conserved in zebrafish should be further investigated. Indeed, zebrafish gut 
would serve to further analyze the molecular mechanisms of intestinal diseases, providing a very 
interesting model to elucidate possible treatments. 
 
2.2.  The TGF-β pathway 
 
In this work, we also aim to identify the molecular pathways by which mesenchymal cells 
signal toward the IECs to ensure the cellular rearrangements required for tube morphogenesis. 
Among the candidate pathways, we found that the inhibition of TGF-β signaling using the chemical 
TGF-β type I receptor inhibitor EW-7197 leads to the disruption of lumen resolution in the zebrafish 
intestine, similarly to the phenotype observed in smos294 mutants. Besides, we showed that this 
effect is reversible in a short period of time when EW-7197 is eliminated from the fish water, which 
indicates that the mechanisms required for lumen resolution are rapidly restored. In addition, we 
also demonstrated that EW-7197 is also blocking ventral and dorsal mesenchymal cell migration 
from the LPM around the epithelial layer of the intestine, an effect that has been previously 
observed when blocking TGF-β pathway using different strategies (Gays et al., 2017). Therefore, 
we can contemplate different scenarios that might explain the defects in lumen coalescence 
observed upon TGF-β inhibition during gut development: 
 
1) Complete surrounding of the epithelium layer by mesenchymal cells is essential for lumen 
resolution due to one or both of these causes: 
 
i. Mesenchymal cells offer mechanical support needed for proper epithelial tube 
morphogenesis. 
ii. Mesenchymal cells signaling through morphogens to neighboring epithelial cells 
after mesenchymal migration is crucial for lumen resolution. 
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2) TGF-β pathway is activated in epithelial cells by autocrine/paracrine signaling and controls a 
downstream reaction that facilitates lumen coalescence.  
 
Changes in the physical properties of the substrate to which cells attach in vitro influence 
cell shape, polarity and morphogenesis (Elosegui-Artola et al., 2016; Gupta et al., 2019; 
Papusheva & Heisenberg, 2010; Prager-Khoutorsky et al., 2011). Furthermore, the physical 
microenvironment has an important role in tumor progression and metastasis, as stiffer 
environments offer suitable characteristics for cell invasion in several cancer models (Levental et 
al., 2009; Reid et al., 2017; Samuel et al., 2011). Mesenchymal cells that give raise to smooth 
muscle cells surround a variety of tubular organs, including the gut, blood vessels, or the lungs. 
Smooth muscle cells are stiffer than epithelial or endothelial cells and offer a physical constraint 
when the epithelial or endothelial layers are proliferating. In mammary small intestine, smooth 
muscle cell sequential differentiation and compressive stresses have been shown to be critical for 
villi formation (Shyer et al., 2013). The support that smooth muscle cells offer is also necessary for 
ureter and blood vessel development, in which the tube diameter enlarges or develops aneurysms 
if the smooth muscle is knocked out (Hellstrom et al., 1999; Yan et al., 2014). Consequently, the 
lack of mesenchymal support in the developing zebrafish intestine as a result of the inhibition of 
mesenchymal cell migration by the blockade of TGF-β signaling could result in defects in lumen 
resolution, leading to impaired epithelial tube morphogenesis. To test this hypothesis, first we 
would need to check whether mesenchymal migratory properties are restored after EW-7197 
removal from the fish water, and if lumen resolution takes place at the spots where mesenchymal 
cells completely surround epithelial cells. However, according to our RNA-seq data, epithelial cells 
also express type I and type II TGF-β receptors, and prior works have demonstrated that IECs can 
also secrete TGF-β ligands that act in these cells through SMAD-dependent and SMAD-
independent pathways (Yakovich et al., 2010; Yamada et al., 2013). Hence, further analyses will 
establish whether the phenotype that can be observe in the epithelial tube upon TGF-β inhibition is 
a consequence of (1) the blocking of the communication mediated by ligands secreted by 
mesenchymal or epithelial cells and received by the epithelial layer transmembrane receptors or (2) 
disrupted physical interaction between the epithelial and mesenchymal layers. An alternative 
scenario would consist of both physical contacts and ligand-secreted communication being key 
synergistic players in intestinal morphogenesis. Thus, further research is necessary to elucidate the 
role of each kind of cell interaction in the context of intestinal zebrafish development. 
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Regarding the possibility that epithelial cells are activating TGF-β pathway, we did not 
found a strong accumulation of phosphorylated Smad2/3 in epithelial cells nuclei at lumen 
resolution stages. Nevertheless, we cannot discard the hypothesis of canonical signaling being 
active in epithelial cells at earlier stages of gut development, or other non-canonical TGF-β 
signaling having a role in lumen coalescence. For instance, SMAD3 has been shown to be 
activated in IECs in mammalian GI tract, in which both SMAD-dependent and non-dependent 
mechanisms cooperate to promote Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) synthesis to regulate cell motility 
and focal adhesions formation and disassembly (Walsh et al., 2008). In addition, it has been 
recently described that TGF-β signaling induces SMAD1 and SMAD5 phosphorylation by a 
mechanism dependent on two type I receptors, TGFBR1 (ALK5) and ACVR1 (ALK4), and that this 
SMAD1/5 activation is required for TGF-β-induced EMT (Ramachandran et al., 2018). 
Furthermore, SMAD1/5 phosphorylation via TGF-β had been previously reported in several types 
of cell lines, including endothelial cells, epithelial cells and fibroblasts (Daly et al., 2008; Goumans 
et al., 2002; Goumans et al., 2003; Wrighton et al., 2009). Consequently, SMAD1/5 
phosphorylation and localization in intestinal epithelial and mesenchymal cells should be studied to 
determine their possible implication in the process we investigate. 
However, considering the links between TGF-β pathway and the cytoskeleton, we can also 
hypothesize that the mechanism by which TGF-β regulates lumen resolution might be through the 
regulation of proteins involved in the actomyosin network activity. Previous work describes the 
regulation of Ciona intestinalis notochord tubulogenesis by a TGF-β—ROCK axis that controls 
actomyosin contractility (Denker et al., 2015). ROCK activity had been previously shown to have a 
role in in vitro MDCK model as its inhibitor, Y27632, enhances lumen initiation and opening (Ferrari 
et al., 2008) and the activity of p114RhoGEF, upstream of RHOA and ROCK, is required for cell 
motility and lumen formation in tubules (Kim et al., 2015). During lumen resolution in the zebrafish 
gut intestine, cells undergo shape changes and junctions remodeling that facilitate the fusion of 
adjacent lumens. It is possible that these cell shape changes are driven by actomyosin contractility 
and regulated by RHOA-ROCK signaling upon TGF-β activity. 
In conclusion, TGF-β might be participating in gut lumen resolution by activation of both 
canonical or non-canonical pathways in epithelial cells, and future investigations would serve to 
determine through which signaling cascades TGF-β is regulating this developmental process. 
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2.3.  The l ink between Hh and TGF-β 	  
We initially hypothesized that TGF-β pathway could function downstream Hh pathway 
as a potential interactive link between mesenchymal and epithelial cells. Indeed, we found a 
phenotype that fit this initial hypothesis, but deeper analyses showed that the observable 
defects were different in both smos294 mutants and EW-7197—treated fish. They both 
presented defects in smooth muscle development and unresolved lumens in the gut tube at 
stages in which control fish displayed a completely open single lumen. However, unfused 
lumens in fish treated with the TGF-β inhibitor are in most cases closer between them than 
those observed in smos294 mutants, which suggests a problem in the machinery involved in 
the final stages of lumen resolution when TGF-β is blocked. In addition, while in smos294 
mutants the mesenchymal layer displays a decreased number of cells that do not 
differentiate (Alvers et al., 2014), the inhibition of the TGF-β type I receptors leads to 
impaired mesenchymal cell migration and therefore a lack of mesenchymal layer surrounding 
certain areas of the epithelial tube. Hence, we contemplate several hypotheses: 
 
1) The defects in the process of epithelial lumen resolution in the guts of both smos294 and EW-
7197—treated fish are similar but derive from different causes. Guts of smos294 mutants are 
completely surrounded by mesenchymal cells that offer physical constraint for the epithelial 
tissue to undergo morphogenesis, in contrast to what we observed in fish treated with the 
TGF-β inhibitor. Therefore, the reason behind the unfused lumens in fish treated with the 
TGF-β inhibitor would be mostly associated with the lack of physical constraint. 
 
2) The phenotypes are coincident because there is a crosstalk between Hh and TGF-β 
signaling pathways. We performed a preliminary RNA-seq analysis in which we compared 
Myadm-GFP—positive cells at lumen resolution stages of cyclopamine-treated and control 
fish that were isolated by FACS sorting. Cyclopamine is a chemical inhibitor of Smo that 
mimics the effect observed in smos294 mutants. We looked for differentially expressed TGF-β 
ligand genes, but we found no differences in the expression levels of these genes, and thus 
concluding that TGF-β ligands expression in the mesenchymal layer was not under the 
control of Hh pathway. We also carried out the same analysis in our RNA-seq data of IECs 
comparing smos294 mutants and control fish, with similar results. Therefore, we can conclude 
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that TGF-β ligand expression is not under the control of Hh pathway in neither epithelial nor 
mesenchymal cells of the developing zebrafish gut. However, several studies have shown a 
modulation of Hh pathway by TGF-β signaling. For instance, TGF-β induces the expression 
of Gli transcription factors independently of Hh signaling, in a mechanism that relies on 
SMAD3 (Dennler et al., 2007; Dennler et al., 2009), and that this link also seems to operate 
in the development of bladder cancer (Mechlin et al., 2010). Long-standing studies have also 
demonstrated that the post-transcriptional regulation of Ihh is controlled by TGF-β (Murakami 
et al., 1997) and other investigations have linked the decrease of TGF-β signaling to the 
inhibition of Hh pathway in bone marrow fibrosis (Chaundhry et al., 2017). Hence, future 
research will be needed to address the possibility that Hh pathway is being modulated by 
TGF-β signaling in mesenchymal or epithelial cells in the context of gut development in 
zebrafish.  
 
3. TGF-β role in epithelial cell cultures 	  
3.1.  TGF-β in 2D MDCK cel l  culture 	  
In the present work, we observed that 2D MDCK epithelial cell cultures show difficulties to 
undergo cell spreading and generate lamellipodia and filopodia upon TGF-β inhibition. Epithelial 
cells change from a migratory state to the establishment of a polarized simple epithelium, through a 
process triggered by the initiation of cell-cell contacts followed by the generation of an apico-basal 
axis of polarity (Nelson, 2009). However, after polarization, cells can still move within the tissue 
without breaking its integrity, which was believed to occur either by collective cell migration (Friedl & 
Gilmour, 2009; Rorth, 2009) or by acquisition of a temporary, or partial, epithelial-to-mesenchymal 
transition (EMT) state (Thiery et al., 2009). In this kind of epithelial cell behavior, we can find leader 
cells at front edges of the epithelial sheets that show increased migratory morphological features 
(lamellipodia and filopodia) with changes in apico-basal polarity and cell-cell junctions (still present 
in cell areas in contact with following cells, but absent from the free edge). Lamellipodia and 
filopodia are dynamic actin-rich protrusion structures required for cell movement and migration 
(Jacquemet et al., 2015; Rottner et al., 2017; Small et al., 2002). The assembly of these protrusions 
is dependent on the activity of many proteins that regulate cytoskeletal reorganization, such as Rho 
GTPases (Hall, 1998; Nobes & Hall, 1995; Ridley, 2015), polarity complexes (Mayor & Etienne-
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Manneville, 2016; Nishimura & Kaibuchi, 2007) and downstream proteins like Arp2/3 (Vinzenz et 
al., 2012; Wu et al., 2012) or formins (Iden & Collard, 2008; Kage et al., 2017). Our results support 
previous data that links TGF-β activity with both the initiation of EMT (Ferrarelli, 2019; Wendt et al., 
2009; Xu et al., 2009), and the modulation of Rho GTPases activity and actin rearrangements 
(Edlund et al., 2002; Ungefroren et al., 2018; Vardouli et al., 2008). However, further analyses 
including quantification of lamellipodia formation and cell spreading assays will serve to validate our 
results. 
 
3.2.  TGF-β in 3D MDCK spheroid morphogenesis 	  
We also found that the inhibition of TGF-β in 3D MDCK cultures results in an increase in 
the number of spheroids with multiple lumens. As the addition of the TGF-β inhibitor at 48h after 
cell seeding did not lead to multiluminal spheroids, we believe the treatment is not causing sudden 
lumen opening but regulating other aspects of spheroid morphogenesis, such as cell motility, cell 
division and lumen resolution. We observed that spindle orientation was randomized when the 
TGF-β inhibitor was added to the cell media, and that the defects were reversible when the inhibitor 
was removed. In addition, NuMA, a key protein of the spindle orientation machinery, was found to 
be mislocalized upon TGF-β inhibition. NuMA is part of the complex that directly controls spindle 
positioning, which also includes LGN and Gαi (Kotak & Gönczy, 2013). RhoGTPases like RHOA 
and CDC42 play a central role in the regulation of not only the cytoskeleton but also microtubules in 
many cell processes, including cell division and cytokinesis (Chircop, 2014; Etienne-Manneville & 
Hall, 2002; Ridley, 2006). Several studies have demonstrated the role of RhoGTPases in 
NuMA/LGN localization and spindle orientation (Gotta et al., 2001; Lázaro-Diéguez et al., 2013; 
Mitsushima et al., 2009; Qin et al., 2010; Rodríguez-Fraticelli et al., 2010), and TGF-β regulation of 
RhoGTPases activity (Black & Trackman, 2008; Edlund et al., 2002; Mythreye & Blobe, 2009; 
Shao et al., 2013; Ungefroren et al., 2018; Vardouli et al., 2008). We hypothesize that TGF-β 
regulates RhoGTPases (Cdc42 and/or Rho proteins) activity, which in turn modulate NuMA/LGN 
localization and spindle orientation in MDCK spheroids.  
When silencing canonical TGF-β pathway components SMAD2 and SMAD3, we also 
found defects in single lumen formation and spindle orientation, but the spheroid morphological 
phenotypes slightly differ from those of the spheroids grown with EW-7197. The actin cytoskeleton 
and lumen opening were strongly affected when silencing SMAD2 or both SMAD2 and SMAD3, 
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while SMAD3-silenced spheroids displayed alterations in the actin network structure as well, a high 
number of four-cell spheroids with two AMIS was found in these samples. It is likely that the 
appearance of multiple unfused lumens in spheroids when TGF-β is inhibited is related to the 
randomization of spindle orientation, as it has been described that the positioning of the initial apical 
space is controlled by spindle orientation (Jaffe et al., 2008; Luján et al., 2016; Rodríguez-Fraticelli 
et al., 2010). Further in vivo imaging of spheroid morphogenesis upon TGF-β inhibition with EW-
7197 or SMAD2/3 silencing would be needed to establish whether cell divisions are properly taking 
place. In addition, although we did not observe strong defects in cell motility during spheroid 
morphogenesis upon Smad3 silencing, we believe cells might be having peculiar extruding-like 
behaviors that need to be further investigated.   
Consequently, TGF-β might be acting through Smad-dependent and non-dependent 
signaling to regulate RhoGTPases activity, affecting processes like spindle positioning through 
NuMA/LGN localization or actomyosin activity and structure that affects cell motility during spheroid 
morphogenesis. Further analyses would include the study of the localization and activity of 
RhoGTPases at different stages of spheroid morphogenesis, and also localization of other 
components regulating spindle positioning (dynactin, dynein, LGN…), and deeper examination of 
cell motility behaviors during spheroid formation.  
 
4. The l ink between defects in zebrafish intestinal development 
and MDCK spheroid morphogenesis upon TGF-β inhibit ion 	  
The phenotypes observed in both zebrafish embryo intestine and 3D MDCK spheroids 
when TGF-β is inhibited share some similarities. Both of them display multiple unfused lumens at 
stages in which control conditions show an open single lumen. The actin network also seems to be 
affected in zebrafish guts and MDCK spheroids if TGF-β signaling is blocked, with apical 
membrane of the guts showing a disorganized appearance and the actin cytoskeleton of the 
spheroids presenting a diffused distribution. Therefore, although the intestine is a much more 
complex system than the MDCK spheroids culture, it is possible that both models share common 
mechanisms that lead to the phenotypes observed. Hence, future investigations would be needed 
to determine if for instance, the defect in spindle orientation is also affecting the epithelial cells of 
the zebrafish intestine, which could be responsible for the stratified epithelial layers observable 
upon TGF-β inhibition. Moreover, using more complex in vitro systems, such as micropatterns, 
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organoids, or a combination of both (Bosch-Fortea et al., 2019) could also shed light on the 
mechanisms controlled by TGF-β and the role of mesenchymal cells in epithelial organs 
morphogenesis. 
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1. SFRP3 functions as a diffusor of Wg in the Drosophila wing imaginal disc and modifying the 
pattern of expression of Wg target genes. We propose that this mechanism is also 
modulating mammary gland development, in which we believe that stromal-secreted SFRP3 
is binding Wnt2 and expanding its territory of action. 
 
 
2. We have characterized the transcriptomic profile of intestinal epithelial cells of developing 
zebrafish embryos carrying a mutation in the hedgehog co-receptor smoothened (smo) 
compared to control fish. This RNA-seq analysis suggests that the activation of hedgehog 
pathway in mesenchymal cells is necessary to initiate a specific response in epithelial cells of 
the developing gut. 
 
 
3. The RNA-seq data obtained from intestinal epithelial cells of developing zebrafish reveals 
that Hedgehog pathway is indirectly regulating the expression of a group of genes possibly 
required for single lumen formation. These genes are mainly associated with cell migration, 
cytoskeletal changes, cell motility and cell-cell interaction. Our RNA-seq data also offers 
several candidate genes potentially essential for lumen coalescence, such as myl10, and1, 
and2, pvalb4, itga2.2 and itga2.3. 
 
 
4. The inhibition of TGF-β pathway during zebrafish embryo development results in a defect in 
single lumen formation due to the incapacity of epithelial cells to undergo lumen resolution. 
We found that dorsal and ventral mesenchymal cell migration required to surround the 
epithelial tube is partially or entirely blocked upon TGF-β inhibition. This result suggests that 
physical constraints could be necessary for epithelial cells to resolve the lumens.  
 
 
5. In epithelial MDCK spheroids, TGF-β inhibition either by adding the inhibitory drug EW-7197 
or by silencing canonical pathway components SMAD2 and/or SMAD3 causes the 
impairment of single lumen formation due to the randomization of spindle orientation. 
However, these results do not exclude the possibility that other canonical or non-canonical 
pathways downstream TGF-β could also regulate lumen formation and resolution in epithelial 
3D MDCK cultures and in zebrafish gut development. 
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1. SFRP3 funciona como difusor de Wg en el disco imaginal de ala de Drosophila modificando 
el patrón de expresión de los genes diana de Wg. Proponemos que este mecanismo está a 
su vez modulando el desarrollo de la glándula mamaria, en el que creemos que SFRP3 
secretada por el estroma se une a Wnt2 y expande su territorio de actuación. 
 
 
2. Hemos caracterizado el perfil transcriptómico de las células epiteliales intestinales de peces 
cebra en desarrollo portadores de una mutación en el co-receptor de hedgehog smoothened 
(smo) comparado con los peces control. El análisis de RNA-seq sugiere que la activación de 
la ruta de hedgehog en las células mesenquimales es necesaria para iniciar una respuesta 
específica en las células epiteliales del intestino en desarrollo. 
 
 
3. Los datos de RNAseq obtenidos de las células epiteliales intestinales de peces cebra en 
desarrollo revelan que la ruta de Hedgehog está indirectamente regulando la expresión de 
un grupo de genes posiblemente necesarios en el proceso de formación de un único lumen. 
Estos genes están principalmente asociados a migración celular, cambios en el 
citoesqueleto, motilidad celular e interacción célula-célula. Nuestros datos de RNA-seq 
también sugieren varios genes candidatos potencialmente esenciales para la coalescencia 
de lúmenes, como myl10, and1, and2, pvalb4, itga2.2 e itga2.3. 
 
 
4. La inhibición de la ruta TGF-β durante el desarrollo de los embriones de pez cebra causa un 
defecto en la formación de un único lumen debido a la incapacidad de las células epiteliales 
para llevar a cabo la resolución de los lúmenes. Observamos que la migración dorsal y 
ventral de las células mesenquimales para rodear al tubo epitelial es parcial o 
completamente bloqueada por la inhibición de TGF-β. Esto sugiere que las restricciones 
físicas podrían ser necesarias para que las células epiteliales resuelvan los lúmenes. 
 
 
5. En esferoides de células MDCK epiteliales, la inhibición de TGF-β tanto añadiendo la droga 
EW-7197 como silenciando los componentes de la ruta canónica SMAD2 y/o SMAD3 causa 
una alteración en la formación de un único lumen debido a la aleatorización de la orientación 
del huso. No obstante, estos resultados no excluyen la posibilidad de que otras rutas 
canónicas o no canónicas aguas abajo de TGF-β podrían también regular la formación y 
resolución de lúmenes en cultivos de MDCK 3D y en el desarrollo del intestino de pez cebra. 
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